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Abstract We present a technique for learning control

Lyapunov-like functions, which are used in turn to syn-

thesize controllers for nonlinear dynamical systems that

can stabilize the system, or satisfy specifications such

as remaining inside a safe set, or eventually reaching a

target set while remaining inside a safe set. The learn-

ing framework uses a demonstrator that implements

a black-box, untrusted strategy presumed to solve the

problem of interest, a learner that poses finitely many

queries to the demonstrator to infer a candidate func-

tion, and a verifier that checks whether the current can-

didate is a valid control Lyapunov function. The over-

all learning framework is iterative, eliminating a set of

candidates on each iteration using the counterexamples

discovered by the verifier and the demonstrations over

these counterexamples. We prove its convergence using
ellipsoidal approximation techniques from convex op-

timization. We also implement this scheme using non-

linear MPC controllers to serve as demonstrators for

a set of state and trajectory stabilization problems for

nonlinear dynamical systems. We show how the veri-

fier can be constructed efficiently using convex relax-

ations of the verification problem for polynomial sys-

tems to semi-definite programming (SDP) problem in-

stances. Our approach is able to synthesize relatively

simple polynomial control Lyapunov functions, and in

that process replace the MPC using a guaranteed and

computationally less expensive controller.
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1 Introduction

We propose a novel learning from demonstration scheme

for inferring control Lyapunov functions (potential func-

tions) for stabilizing nonlinear dynamical systems to

reference states/trajectories, and implementing control

laws for specifications such as maintaining a system in-

side a set of safe states, reaching a target set while re-

maining inside a safe set and tracking a given trajectory

while not deviating too far away. Control Lyapunov

functions (CLFs) have wide applications to autonomous

systems [37,30,3,63,83]. They extend the classic notion

of Lyapunov functions to systems involving control in-

puts [87,88,6]. Finding a CLF also leads us to an as-

sociated feedback control law that can be used to solve

the stabilization problem. Additionally, they can be ex-

tended for feedback motion planning using extensions

to time-varying or sequential CLFs [19,96]. Likewise,

they have been investigated in the robotics community

in many forms including artificial potential functions to

solve path planning problems involving obstacles [55].

However, synthesizing CLFs for nonlinear systems

remains a challenge [73]. Standard approaches to find-

ing CLFs include the use of dynamic programming,

wherein the value function satisfies the conditions of a

CLF [12], or using non-convex bilinear matrix inequal-

ities (BMI) [35].

In this article, we investigate the problem of learning

a CLF using a black-box Demonstrator that imple-

ments an unknown state feedback law to stabilize the

system to a given equilibrium. This Demonstrator
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can be queried at a given system state, and returns

a demonstration in the form of a control input gener-

ated at that state by its feedback law. Such a Demon-

strator can be realized using an expensive nonlin-

ear model predictive controller (MPC) that uses a lo-

cal optimization scheme, or even a human operator un-

der certain assumptions 1. Additionally, the framework

has a Learner which selects a candidate CLF and a

Verifier that tests whether this CLF is valid. If the

CLF is invalid, the Verifier returns a state at which

the current candidate fails. The Learner queries the

Demonstrator to obtain a control input correspond-

ing to this state. It subsequently eliminates the current

candidate along with a set of related functions from

further consideration. The framework continues to ex-

haust the space of candidate CLFs until no CLFs re-

main or a valid CLF is found in this process. We prove

the process can converge in finitely many steps provided

the Learner chooses the candidate function appropri-

ately at each step. We also provide efficient SDP-based

approximations to the verification problem that can

be used to drive the framework. Finally, we test this

approach on a variety of examples, by solving stabi-

lization problems for nonlinear dynamical systems. We

show that our approach can successfully find CLFs us-

ing finite horizon nonlinear MPC schemes with appro-

priately chosen cost functions to serve as demonstra-

tors. In these instances, the CLFs yield control laws

that are computationally inexpensive, and guaranteed

against the original dynamical model.

This paper is an extended version of our earlier

work [80]. When compared to the earlier work, we have

thoroughly expanded the technical sections to provide

detailed proofs of the various results and a detailed

exposition of each component of our learning frame-

work. Additionally, we have included a new section that

discusses specifications other than stability properties.

We have also extended our experimental results and

compare different options for implementing the overall

learning loop as well as comparisons with other meth-

ods. We also provide a detailed discussion of various

extensions to the approach presented in this paper.

1.1 Illustrative Example: TORA System

Figure 1(a) shows a mechanical system, called transla-

tional oscillations with a rotational actuator (TORA).

The system consists of a cart attached to a wall using

a spring. Inside the cart, there is an arm with a weight

which can rotate. The cart itself can oscillate freely and

1 However, we do not handle noisy or erroneous demonstra-
tors in this paper.

there are no friction forces. The system has two degrees

of freedom, including the position of the cart x, and the

rotational position of the arm θ. The controller can ro-

tate the arm through input u. The goal is to stabilize

the cart to x = 0, with its velocity, angle, and angular

velocity ẋ = θ = θ̇ = 0. We refer the reader to Jankovic

et al. [38] for a derivation of the dynamics, shown be-

low in terms of state variables (x1, . . . , x4), collectively

written as a vector x, and a single control input (u1),

written as a vector u, after a basis transformation:

ẋ1 = x2, ẋ2 = −x1 + ε sin(x3), ẋ3 = x4, ẋ4 = u1 . (1)

sin(x3) is approximated using a degree three polynomial

approximation which is quite accurate over the range

x3 ∈ [−2, 2]. The equilibrium x = ẋ = θ = θ̇ = 0

now corresponds to x1 = x2 = x3 = x4 = 0. The

system has a single control input u1 that is bounded

u1 ∈ [−1.5, 1.5]. Further, we define a “safe set” S :

[−1, 1] × [−1, 1] × [−2, 2] × [−1, 1], so that if x(0) ∈ S
then x(t) ∈ S for all time t ≥ 0.

MPC Scheme: A first approach to solve the prob-

lem uses a nonlinear model-predictive control (MPC)

scheme using a discretization of the system dynam-

ics with time step τ = 1. The time t belongs to set

{0, τ, 2τ, . . . , Nτ = H} and:

x(t+ τ) = x(t) + τf(x(t),u(t)) , (2)

with f(x,u) representing the vector field of the ODE in

(1). Fixing the time horizon H = 30, we use a simple

cost function J(x(0),u(0),u(τ), . . . ,u(H− τ)}):∑
t∈{0,τ,...,H−τ}

(
||x(t)||22 + ||u(t)||22

)
+N ||x(H)||22 . (3)

Here, we constrain u(t) ∈ [−1.5, 1.5] for all t and define

x(t+ τ) in terms of x(t) using the discretization in (2).

Such a control is implemented using a first/second order

numerical gradient descent method to minimize the cost

function [64]. The stabilization of the system was infor-

mally confirmed through hundreds of simulations from

different initial states. However, the MPC scheme is ex-

pensive, requiring repeated solutions to (constrained)

nonlinear optimization problems in real-time. Further-

more, in general, the closed loop lacks formal guaran-

tees despite the high confidence gained from numerous

simulations.

Learning a Control Lyapunov Function: In this

article, we introduce an approach which uses the MPC

scheme as a demonstrator, and attempts to learn

a control Lyapunov function. Then, a control law (in a

closed form) is obtained from the CLF. The overall idea,

depicted in Fig. 2, is to pose queries to the offline MPC

at finitely many witness states {x(1), . . . ,x(j)}. Then,
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Fig. 1 TORA System. (a) A schematic diagram of the TORA system. (b) Execution traces of the system using MPC control
(blue traces) and Lyapunov based control (red traces) starting from same initial point.
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V (x)?
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(x1,u1), . . . , (xj ,uj)

Fig. 2 Overview of the learning framework for learning a
control Lyapunov function.

for each witness state x(i), the MPC is applied to gen-

erate a sequence of control inputs u(i)(0),u(i)(τ), · · · ,
u(i)(H−τ) with x(i) as the initial state, in order to drive

the system into the equilibrium starting from x(i). The

MPC then retains the first control input u(i) : u(i)(0),

and discards the remaining (as is standard in MPC).

This yields the so called observation pairs (x(i),u(i))

that are used by the learner.

The learner attempts to find a candidate func-

tion V (x) that is positive definite and which decreases

at each witness state x(i) through the control input u(i).

This function V is potentially a CLF function for the

system. This function is fed to the verifier, which

checks whether V (x) is indeed a CLF, or discovers a

state x(j+1) which refutes V . This new state is added

to the witness set and the process is iterated. The pro-

cedure described in this paper synthesizes the control

Lyapunov function V (x) below:

V =1.22x22 + 0.31x2x3 + 0.44x23 − 0.28x4x2

+ 0.80x4x3 + 1.69x24 + 0.07x1x2 − 0.66x1x3

− 1.85x4x1 + 1.6x21 .

Next, this function is used to design a associated

control law that guarantees the stabilization of the model

described in Eq. (1). Figure 1(b) shows a closed loop

trajectory for this control law vs control law extracted

by the MPC. At each step, given a current state x, we

compute an input u ∈ [−1.5, 1.5] such that:

(∇V ) · f(x,u) < 0 . (4)

First, the definition of a CLF guarantees that any state

x ∈ S, a control input u ∈ [−1.5, 1.5] that satisfies

Eq. (4) exists. Such a u may be chosen directly by

means of a formula involving x [53,91] unlike the MPC

which solves a nonlinear problem in Eq. (3). Further-

more, the resulting control law guarantees the stability

of the resulting closed loop.

2 Background

We recall preliminary notions, including the stabiliza-

tion problem for nonlinear dynamical systems.

2.1 Problem Statement

We will first define the system model studied through-

out this paper.

Definition 1 (Control System) A state feedback

control system Ψ(X,U, f,K) consists of a plant, a con-

troller over X ⊆ Rn and U ⊆ Rm.

1. X ⊆ Rn is the state space of the system. The control

inputs belong to a set U defined as a polyhedron:

U = {u | Au ≥ b} . (5)

2. The plant consists of a vector field defined by a con-

tinuous and differentiable function f : X×U 7→ Rn.
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ẋ = f(x,u)

xu

K

Fig. 3 Closed-loop state feedback system.

3. The controller measures the state of the plant x ∈
X and provides feedback u ∈ U . The controller is

defined by a feedback function K : X 7→ U (Fig. 3).

For now, we assume K is a smooth (continuous and

differentiable) function. For a given feedback law K, an

execution trace of the system, starting from an initial

state x0 is a function: x : [0, T (x0)) 7→ X, which maps

time t ∈ [0, T (x0)) to a state x(t), such that

ẋ(t) = f(x(t),K(x(t))) ,

where ẋ(·) is the right derivative of x(·) w.r.t. time over

[0, T (x0)). Since f and K are assumed to be smooth,

there exists a unique trajectory for any x0, defined over

some time interval [0, T (x0)). Here T (x0) is ∞ if tra-

jectory starting from x0 exists for all time. Otherwise,

T (x0) is finite if the trajectory “escapes” in finite time.

For most of the systems we study, the closed loop dy-

namics are such that a compact set S will be positive

invariant. In fact, this set will be a sublevel set of a Lya-

punov function for the closed loop dynamics. This fact

along with the smoothness of f,K suffices to establish

that T (x0) =∞ for all x0 ∈ S. Unless otherwise noted,

we will consider control laws K that will guarantee ex-

istence of trajectories for all time.

A specification describes the desired behavior of all

possible execution traces x(·). In this article, we study

a variety of specifications, including stability, trajectory

tracking, and safety. For simplicity, we first focus on sta-

bility. Extensions to other specifications are presented

in Section 6. Also, without loss of generality, we assume

x = 0 is the desired equilibrium. Moreover, f(0,0) = 0.

Problem 1 (Synthesis for Asymptotic Stability)

Given a plant, the control synthesis problem is to de-

sign a controller (a feedback law K) s.t. all traces x(·)
of the closed loop system Ψ(X,U, f,K) are asymptoti-

cally stable. We require two properties for asymptotic

stability. First, the system is Lyapunov stable:

(∀ε > 0)

(∃δ > 0)(
∀x(·)

x(0) ∈ Bδ(0)

)
(∀t ≥ 0) x(t) ∈ Bε(0) ,

wherein Bδ(x) ⊆ Rn is the ball of radius δ centered at

x. In other words, for any chosen ε > 0, we may ensure

that the trajectories will stay inside a ball of ε radius

by choosing the initial conditions to lie inside a ball of

δ radius.

Furthermore, all the trajectories converge asymp-

totically towards the origin:

(∀ε > 0) (∀x(·)) (∃T > 0) (∀t ≥ T ) x(t) ∈ Bε(0) .

I.e., For any chosen ε > 0, all trajectories will eventually

reach a ball of radius ε around the origin and stay inside

forever.

Stability in our method is addressed through Lya-

punov analysis. More specifically, our solution is based

on control Lyapunov functions (CLF). CLFs were first

introduced by Sontag [87,88], and studied at the same

time by Artstein [6]. Sontag’s work shows that if a sys-

tem is asymptotically stablizable, then there exists a

CLF even if the dynamics are not smooth [88]. Now,

let us recall the definition of a positive and negative

definite functions.

Definition 2 (Positive Definite) A function V : Rn
7→ R is positive definite over a set X containing 0, iff

V (0) = 0 and V (x) > 0 for all x ∈ X \ {0}.
Likewise, V is negative definite iff −V is positive

definite.

Definition 3 (Control Lyapunov Function(CLF))

A smooth, radially unbounded function V is a control

Lyapunov function (CLF) over X, if the following con-

ditions hold [6]:

V is positive definite over X

minu∈U (∇V ) · f(x,u) is negative definite overX ,
(6)

where ∇V is the gradient of V . Note that (∇V ) · f is

the Lie derivative of V according to the vector field f .

Another way of interpreting the second condition is that

for each x ∈ X, a control u ∈ U can be chosen to

ensure an instantaneous decrease in the value of V , as

illustrated in Fig. 4.

Solving Stabilization using CLFs: Finding a CLF

V guarantees the existence of a feedback law that can

stabilize all trajectories to the equilibrium [6]. However,

constructing such a feedback law is not trivial and po-

tentially expensive. Further results can be obtained by

restricting the vector field f to be control affine:

f(x,u) : f0(x) +

m∑
i=1

fi(x)ui , (7)

wherein fi : X 7→ R[X]n. Assuming U : Rm, Sontag

provides a method for extracting a feedback law K, for
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Fig. 4 Control Lyapunov Function (CLF): Level-sets of a
CLF V are shown using the green lines. For each state (blue
dot), the vector field f(x,u) for u = K(x) is the blue arrow,
and it points to a direction which decreases V .

control affine systems from a control Lyapunov func-

tion [89]. More specifically, if a CLF V is available, the

following feedback law stabilizes the system:

Ki(x) =

0 β(x) = 0

−bi(x)
a(x)+

√
a(x)2+β(x)2

β(x) β(x) 6= 0 ,
(8)

where a(x) = ∇V.f0(x), bi(x) = ∇V.fi(x), and β(x) =∑m
i=1 b

2
i (x).

Remark 1 Feedback law K provided by the Sontag for-

mula is not necessarily continuous at the origin. Nev-

ertheless, such a feedback law still guarantees stabiliza-

tion. See [89] for more details.

Sontag formula can be extended to systems with satu-

rated inputs where U is an n-ball [53] or a polytope [91].

Also switching-based feedback is possible, under some

mild assumptions (to avoid Zeno behavior) [22,77]. We

assume dynamics are affine in control and use these re-

sults which reduce Problem 1 to that of finding a control

Lyapunov function V .

2.2 Discovering CLFs

We briefly summarize approaches for discovering CLFs

for a given plant model in order to stabilize it to a

given equilibrium state. Efficient methods for discover-

ing CLFs are available only for specific classes of sys-

tems such as feedback linearizable systems, or for so-

called strict feedback systems, wherein a procedure called

backstepping can be used [28]. However, finding CLFs

for general nonlinear systems is challenging [73].

One class of solutions uses optimal control theory

by setting up the problem of stabilization as one of

minimizing a cost function over the trajectories of the

system. If the cost function is set up appropriately, then

the value function for the resulting dynamic program-

ming problem is a a CLF [73,12]. To do so, however,

one needs to solve a Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman (HJB)

partial differential equation to discover the value func-

tion, which can be quite hard in practice[18]. In fact,

rather than solve HJB equations to obtain CLFs, it is

more common to derive a CLF using a procedure such

as backstepping and apply inverse optimality results to

derive cost functions [28].

A second class of solution is based on parameteriza-

tion. More specifically, a class of function Vc(x) is pa-

rameterized by a set of unknown parameters c. This pa-

rameterization is commonly specified as a linear combi-

nation of basis functions of the form Vc(x) :
∑
cigi(x).

Furthermore, the functions gi commonly range over all

possible monomials up to some prespecified degree limit

D. Next, an instantiation of the parameters c is discov-

ered so that the resulting function V is a CLF. Un-

fortunately, discovering such parameters requires the

solution to a quantifier elimination problem, in gen-

eral. This is quite computationally expensive for nonlin-

ear systems. Previously, authors proposed a framework

which uses sampling to avoiding expensive quantifier

eliminations [78]. Despite the use of sampling, scala-

bility remains an issue. Another solution is based on

sum-of-squares relaxations [84,47,66], along the lines

of approaches used to discover Lyapunov functions [65].

However, discovering CLFs using this approach entails

solving a system of bilinear matrix inequalities [94,35].

In contrast to LMIs, the set of solutions to a BMIs form

a nonconvex set, and solving BMIs is well-known to

be computationally expensive, in practice. Rather than

solving a BMI to find a CLF, and then extracting the

feedback law from the CLF, an alternative approach is

to simultaneously search for a Lyapunov function V and

an unknown feedback law at the same time [25,94,56].

The latter approach also yields bilinear matrix inequal-

ities of comparable sizes. Rather than seek algorithms

that are guaranteed to solve BMIs, a simpler approach

is to attempt to solve the BMIs using alternating min-

imization: a form of coordinate descent that fixes one

set of variables in BMI, obtaining an LMI over the re-

maining variables. However, these approaches usually

stuck in a local “saddle point”, and fail as a result [33].

Approaches that parameterize a family of functions

Vc(x) face the issue of choosing a family such that a

CLF belonging to that family is known to exist when-

ever the system is asymptotically stabilizable in the first

place. There is a rich literature on the existence of CLFs

for a given class of plant models. As mentioned earlier,

if a system is asymptotically stablizable, then there ex-

ists a CLF even if the dynamics are not smooth [88].

However, the CLF does not have to be smooth. Re-

cent results, have shown some light on the existence

of polynomial Lyapunov functions for certain classes of

systems. Peet showed that an exponentially stable sys-
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tem has a polynomial local Lyapunov function over a

bounded region [67]. Thus, if there exists some feed-

back law that exponentially stabilizes a given plant, we

may conclude the existence of a polynomial CLF for

that system. This was recently extended to rationally

stable systems i.e., the distance to equilibrium decays

as o(t−k) for trajectories starting from some set Ω, by

Leth et al. [51]. These results do not guarantee that a

search for a polynomial CLF will be successful due to

the lack of a bound on the degree D. This can be ad-

dressed by increasing the degree of the monomials until

a CLF is found, but the process can be prohibitively ex-

pensive. Another drawback is that most approaches use

SOS relaxations over polynomial systems to check the

CLF conditions, although there is no guarantee as yet

that polynomial CLFs that are also verifiable through

SOS relaxations exist.

Another class of solutions involves approximate dy-

namic programming to find approximations to value

functions [13]. The solutions obtained through these ap-

proaches are not guaranteed to be CLFs and thus may

need to be discarded, if the final result does not satisfy

the conditions for a CLF. Approximate solutions are

also investigated through learning from demonstrations

[106]. Khansari-Zadeh et al. learn a CLF from demon-

strations through a combination of sampling states and

corresponding feedback provided by the demonstrator.

A likely CLF is learned through parameterizing a class

of functions Vc(x), and finding conditions on c by en-

forcing the conditions for the CLFs at the sampled

states [83]. The conditions for being a CLF should be

checked on the solution obtained by solving these con-

straints.

Compared to the techniques described above, the

approach presented in this paper is based on param-

eterization by choosing a class of functions Vc(x) and

attempting to find a suitable c ∈ C so that the result is

a CLF. Our approach avoids having to solve BMIs by

instead choosing finitely many sample states, and using

demonstrator’s feedback to provide corresponding sam-

ple controls for the state samples. However, instead of

choosing these samples at random, we use a verifier to

select samples. Furthermore, our approach can also sys-

tematically explore the space of possible parameters C

in a manner that guarantees termination in number of

iterations polynomial in the dimensionality of C and x.

The result upon termination can be a guaranteed CLF

V or failure to find a CLF among the class of functions

provided.

3 Formal Learning Framework

As mentioned earlier, finding a control Lyapunov func-

tion is computationally expensive, requiring the solu-

tion to BMIs [94] or hard non-linear constraints [77].

The goal is to search for a solution (CLF) over a hy-

pothesis space. More specifically, a CLF is parameter-

ized by a set of unknown parameters c ∈ C (C ⊆ Rr).
The parameterized CLF is shown by Vc. And the goal

is to find c ∈ C s.t.

Vc is positive definite

minu∈U ∇Vc.f(x,u) is negative definite .
(9)

A standard approach is to choose a set of basis func-

tions g1, . . . , gr (gi : X 7→ R) and search for a function

of the form

Vc(x) =

r∑
j=1

cjgj(x) . (10)

Remark 2 The basis functions are chosen s.t. Vc is ra-

dially unbounded and smooth, independent of the co-

efficients.

As mentioned earlier, the learning framework has

three components: a demonstrator, a learner, and a ver-

ifier (see Fig. 2). The demonstrator inputs a state x and

returns a control input u ∈ U , that is an appropriate

“instantaneous” feedback for x. Formally, demonstrator

is a function D : X 7→ U .

Remark 3 (Demonstrator) The demonstrator is treated

as a black box. This allows to use a variety of ap-

proaches ranging from trajectory optimization [105],

human expert demonstrations [83], and sample-based

methods [50,45], which can be probabilistically com-

plete. While the demonstrator is presumed to stabilize

the system, our method can work even if the demon-

strator is faulty. Specifically, a faulty demonstrator in

worst case, may cause our method to terminate without

having found a CLF. However, if a CLF is found by our

approach, it is guaranteed to be correct.

The formal learning procedure receives inputs:

1. A plant described by f

2. A “black-box” demonstrator function D : X 7→ U

3. A set of basis functions g1, . . . , gr to form the hy-

pothesis space Vc(x) :
∑r
j=1 cjgj(x),

and either (a) outputs a c ∈ C s.t. Vc(x) : ct · g(x) is a

CLF (Eq. (9)); or (b) declares Failure: no CLF could

be discovered.

The goal of this framework is to find a CLF from a

finite set of queries to a demonstrator.
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Definition 4 (Observations) We define a set of ob-

servations O as

O : {(x1,u1), . . . , (xj ,uj)} ⊂ X × U ,

where ui is the demonstrated feedback for state xi, i.e.,

ui : D(xi). Further, we will assume that xi 6= 0.

Definition 5 (Observation Compatibility) A func-

tion V is said to be compatible with a set of observa-

tions O iff V respects the CLF conditions (Eq. (6)) for

every observation in O:

V (0) = 0 ∧
∧

(xi,ui)∈Oj

(
V (xi) > 0 ∧

∇V · f(xi,ui) < 0

)
.

We note that observation compatible functions need

not necessarily be a CLF, since they may violate the

CLF condition for some state x that is not part of an

observation in O. On the flip side, not every CLF (sat-

isfying the conditions in Eq. (6)) will necessarily be

compatible with a given observation set O.

Definition 6 ( Demonstrator Compatibility ) A

function V is said to be compatible with a demonstrator

D iff V respects the CLF conditions (Eq. (6)) for every

observation that can be generated by the demonstrator:

V (0) = 0 ∧ ∀x 6= 0

(
V (x) > 0 ∧

∇V · f(x,D(x)) < 0

)
.

In other words, V is a Lyapunov function for the closed

loop system Ψ(X,U, f,D).

Now, we describe the learning framework. The frame-

work consists of a learner and a verifier. The learner

interacts with the verifier and the demonstrator. The

framework works iteratively and at each iteration j the

learner maintains a set of observations

Oj : {(x1,u1), . . . , (xj ,uj)} ⊂ X × U .

Corresponding to Oj , Cj ⊆ C is defined as a set of

candidate unknowns for function Vc(x). Formally, Cj is

a set of all c s.t. Vc is compatible with Oj :

Cj :

c ∈ C

∣∣∣∣∣∣
Vc(0) = 0 ∧∧

(xi,ui)∈Oj

(
Vc(xi) > 0 ∧

∇Vc · f(xi,ui) < 0

)  .

(11)

The overall procedure is shown in Fig. 5. The pro-

cedure starts with an empty set O0 = ∅ and the cor-

responding set of compatible function parameters C0 :

{c ∈ C | Vc(0) = 0}. Each iteration j (starting from

j = 1) involves the following steps:

No Candidate

Correct

Output: success

Output: fail

D : D(xj)

xj

uj

findCandidate(Oj�1)
<latexit sha1_base64="2ncRV0gSZ/vUSE2E9F8Kxk8fslE=">AAACCHicbVC5SgRBEK1Z7/Vaj8zAQRE0cJkx0VAwMVPBPWB3WXp6arTdnp6hu0ZchgUTE3/FxEARUz/BzA8xt/cIvB4UPN6roqpekEphyPM+nMLY+MTk1PRMcXZufmGxtLRcNUmmOVZ4IhNdD5hBKRRWSJDEeqqRxYHEWtA56vu1a9RGJOqcuim2YnahRCQ4Iyu1S+tNwhsyPI+ECo+YCkXICHvbJ+38atfv7bRLm17ZG8D9S/wR2Txc/Xy+BYDTdum9GSY8i1ERl8yYhu+l1MqZJsEl9orNzGDKeIddYMNSxWI0rXzwSM/dskroRom2pcgdqN8nchYb040D2xkzujS/vb74n9fIKDpo5UKlGaHiw0VRJl1K3H4qbig0cpJdSxjXwt7q8kumGSebXdGG4P9++S+p7pV9r+yf2TT2YIhpWIMN2AYf9uEQjuEUKsDhDh7gCZ6de+fReXFeh60FZzSzAj/gvH0B9facFw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Yw7kyVHri72Abg4fHGi3snqLrxA=">AAACCHicbVA9SwNBEN3zM8av+NFZeBgELQx3NloKaeyMYDSQHMfe3pxZ3ds7dufEcKS08a/YCBrE1p9g51+wt3fzUWj0wcDjvRlm5gWp4Bod58OamJyanpktzBXnFxaXlksrq+c6yRSDOktEohoB1SC4hDpyFNBIFdA4EHARXFf7/sUNKM0TeYadFLyYXkoecUbRSH5ps4Vwi5rlEZdhlcqQhxShu3Pi51d7bnfXL5WdijOA/Ze4I1I+Wv/q6c+nds0vvbfChGUxSGSCat10nRS9nCrkTEC32Mo0pJRd00toGippDNrLB4907W2jhHaUKFMS7YH6cyKnsdadODCdMcW2Hvf64n9eM8Po0Mu5TDMEyYaLokzYmNj9VOyQK2AoOoZQpri51WZtqihDk13RhOCOv/yXnO9XXKfinpo09skQBbJBtsgOcckBOSLHpEbqhJE78kCeSc+6tx6tF+t12DphjWbWyC9Yb9+X254P</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Yw7kyVHri72Abg4fHGi3snqLrxA=">AAACCHicbVA9SwNBEN3zM8av+NFZeBgELQx3NloKaeyMYDSQHMfe3pxZ3ds7dufEcKS08a/YCBrE1p9g51+wt3fzUWj0wcDjvRlm5gWp4Bod58OamJyanpktzBXnFxaXlksrq+c6yRSDOktEohoB1SC4hDpyFNBIFdA4EHARXFf7/sUNKM0TeYadFLyYXkoecUbRSH5ps4Vwi5rlEZdhlcqQhxShu3Pi51d7bnfXL5WdijOA/Ze4I1I+Wv/q6c+nds0vvbfChGUxSGSCat10nRS9nCrkTEC32Mo0pJRd00toGippDNrLB4907W2jhHaUKFMS7YH6cyKnsdadODCdMcW2Hvf64n9eM8Po0Mu5TDMEyYaLokzYmNj9VOyQK2AoOoZQpri51WZtqihDk13RhOCOv/yXnO9XXKfinpo09skQBbJBtsgOcckBOSLHpEbqhJE78kCeSc+6tx6tF+t12DphjWbWyC9Yb9+X254P</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="A37zkk1sujwcYB4l2YfWDwYco7A=">AAACCHicbVA9SwNBEN2LXzF+RS0tPAxCLAx3abQMpLEzgvmAJIS9vblkzd7esTsnhiOljX/FxkIRW3+Cnf/GzUehiQ8GHu/NMDPPiwXX6DjfVmZldW19I7uZ29re2d3L7x80dJQoBnUWiUi1PKpBcAl15CigFSugoSeg6Q2rE795D0rzSN7iKIZuSPuSB5xRNFIvf9xBeEDN0oBLv0qlz32KMC5e99K7c3d81ssXnJIzhb1M3DkpkDlqvfxXx49YEoJEJqjWbdeJsZtShZwJGOc6iYaYsiHtQ9tQSUPQ3XT6yNg+NYpvB5EyJdGeqr8nUhpqPQo90xlSHOhFbyL+57UTDC67KZdxgiDZbFGQCBsje5KK7XMFDMXIEMoUN7fabEAVZWiyy5kQ3MWXl0mjXHKdknvjFCrleRxZckROSJG45IJUyBWpkTph5JE8k1fyZj1ZL9a79TFrzVjzmUPyB9bnD5iemZk=</latexit>

Vcj
<latexit sha1_base64="/5Y7/S1FSIozEDqWXfFF9EoFn58=">AAAB+XicbVC5TsNAEB2HK4TLQIXSWERIVJGdBspINJRBIocUW9Z6s06WrA/tjiMiy39CQwFCtPwJHR2fwuYoIOFJIz29N6OZeUEquELb/jJKG5tb2zvl3cre/sHhkXl80lFJJilr00QkshcQxQSPWRs5CtZLJSNRIFg3GN/M/O6EScWT+B6nKfMiMox5yClBLfmm2fFzF9kjBmFOC/+h8M2aXbfnsNaJsyS15plb/QaAlm9+uoOEZhGLkQqiVN+xU/RyIpFTwYqKmymWEjomQ9bXNCYRU14+v7ywLrQysMJE6orRmqu/J3ISKTWNAt0ZERypVW8m/uf1MwyvvZzHaYYspotFYSYsTKxZDNaAS0ZRTDUhVHJ9q0VHRBKKOqyKDsFZfXmddBp1x647dzqNBixQhiqcwyU4cAVNuIUWtIHCBJ7gBV6N3Hg23oz3RWvJWM6cwh8YHz9255Wh</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xz1BswVtX0x+17heZQ3SdzDVcyc=">AAAB+XicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdVW6GSyCq5J0o8uCG5ct2Ac0JUymk3bsZBJmbool5E/cuFDErf/hwp1+jdPHQlsPXDiccy/33hMkgmtwnC9rY3Nre2e3sFfcPzg8OrZPTts6ThVlLRqLWHUDopngkrWAg2DdRDESBYJ1gvHNzO9MmNI8lncwTVg/IkPJQ04JGMm37bafecAeIAgzmvv3uW9XnKozB14n7pJU6iWv/N0sfTR8+9MbxDSNmAQqiNY910mgnxEFnAqWF71Us4TQMRmynqGSREz3s/nlOb4wygCHsTIlAc/V3xMZibSeRoHpjAiM9Ko3E//zeimE1/2MyyQFJuliUZgKDDGexYAHXDEKYmoIoYqbWzEdEUUomLCKJgR39eV10q5VXafqNk0aNbRAAZXRObpELrpCdXSLGqiFKJqgR/SMXqzMerJerbdF64a1nDlDf2C9/wAPSJbT</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xz1BswVtX0x+17heZQ3SdzDVcyc=">AAAB+XicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdVW6GSyCq5J0o8uCG5ct2Ac0JUymk3bsZBJmbool5E/cuFDErf/hwp1+jdPHQlsPXDiccy/33hMkgmtwnC9rY3Nre2e3sFfcPzg8OrZPTts6ThVlLRqLWHUDopngkrWAg2DdRDESBYJ1gvHNzO9MmNI8lncwTVg/IkPJQ04JGMm37bafecAeIAgzmvv3uW9XnKozB14n7pJU6iWv/N0sfTR8+9MbxDSNmAQqiNY910mgnxEFnAqWF71Us4TQMRmynqGSREz3s/nlOb4wygCHsTIlAc/V3xMZibSeRoHpjAiM9Ko3E//zeimE1/2MyyQFJuliUZgKDDGexYAHXDEKYmoIoYqbWzEdEUUomLCKJgR39eV10q5VXafqNk0aNbRAAZXRObpELrpCdXSLGqiFKJqgR/SMXqzMerJerbdF64a1nDlDf2C9/wAPSJbT</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Rngf4oeuBdLI9/oQK2w20g3tINE=">AAAB+XicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1KOXYBE8laQXPRa8eKxgP6ANYbOdtGs3m7A7KZaQf+LFgyJe/Sfe/Ddu2xy09cHA470ZZuaFqeAaXffb2tjc2t7ZrexV9w8Oj47tk9OOTjLFoM0SkaheSDUILqGNHAX0UgU0DgV0w8nt3O9OQWmeyAecpeDHdCR5xBlFIwW23QnyAcIThlHOiuCxCOyaW3cXcNaJV5IaKdEK7K/BMGFZDBKZoFr3PTdFP6cKORNQVAeZhpSyCR1B31BJY9B+vri8cC6NMnSiRJmS6CzU3xM5jbWexaHpjCmO9ao3F//z+hlGN37OZZohSLZcFGXCwcSZx+AMuQKGYmYIZYqbWx02pooyNGFVTQje6svrpNOoe27du3drzUYZR4WckwtyRTxyTZrkjrRImzAyJc/klbxZufVivVsfy9YNq5w5I39gff4AMCuT8Q==</latexit>

verify(Vcj )
<latexit sha1_base64="bQwT85R54tA0vEX04xtmAgeoiHQ=">AAACCnicbVC7SgNBFL0bXzG+Vq0kzWoQYhN202gZsLGMYB6QhGV2MpuMmX0wc1cMy9Y2/oqNhSK2foGdnZ/i5FFo4oGBwznncuceLxZcoW1/GbmV1bX1jfxmYWt7Z3fP3D9oqiiRlDVoJCLZ9ohigoesgRwFa8eSkcATrOWNLid+645JxaPwBscx6wVkEHKfU4Jacs3jLrJ7VDTVIe6Ps3LTTaeS56c0c2+zM9cs2RV7CmuZOHNSqh11i98AUHfNz24/oknAQqSCKNVx7Bh7KZHIqWBZoZsoFhM6IgPW0TQkAVO9dHpKZp1qpW/5kdQvRGuq/p5ISaDUOPB0MiA4VIveRPzP6yToX/RSHsYJspDOFvmJsDCyJr1YfS4ZRTHWhFDJ9V8tOiSSUNTtFXQJzuLJy6RZrTh2xbnWbVRhhjwU4QTK4MA51OAK6tAACg/wBC/wajwaz8ab8T6L5oz5zCH8gfHxA/ZGnSA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ldSx3aBmK9E9EvPiUMf40juPt+k=">AAACCnicbVC7TsMwFHV4lvIKMFVdAhVSWaqkC4yVWBhbiT6kpooc12lNnYfsG0QUZWbhV1gYQIiVmYENvgY37QAtR7J0dM65ur7HjTiTYJpf2srq2vrGZmGruL2zu7evHxx2ZBgLQtsk5KHouVhSzgLaBgac9iJBse9y2nUnl1O/e0uFZGFwDUlEBz4eBcxjBIOSHP3YBnoHkqQqxLwkq3acNJdcLyWZc5OdOXrFrJk5jGVizUmlUbLL363SR9PRP+1hSGKfBkA4lrJvmREMUiyAEU6zoh1LGmEywSPaVzTAPpWDND8lM06VMjS8UKgXgJGrvydS7EuZ+K5K+hjGctGbiv95/Ri8i0HKgigGGpDZIi/mBoTGtBdjyAQlwBNFMBFM/dUgYywwAdVeUZVgLZ68TDr1mmXWrJZqo45mKKAyOkFVZKFz1EBXqInaiKB79Iie0Yv2oD1pr9rbLLqizWeO0B9o7z+Op55S</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ldSx3aBmK9E9EvPiUMf40juPt+k=">AAACCnicbVC7TsMwFHV4lvIKMFVdAhVSWaqkC4yVWBhbiT6kpooc12lNnYfsG0QUZWbhV1gYQIiVmYENvgY37QAtR7J0dM65ur7HjTiTYJpf2srq2vrGZmGruL2zu7evHxx2ZBgLQtsk5KHouVhSzgLaBgac9iJBse9y2nUnl1O/e0uFZGFwDUlEBz4eBcxjBIOSHP3YBnoHkqQqxLwkq3acNJdcLyWZc5OdOXrFrJk5jGVizUmlUbLL363SR9PRP+1hSGKfBkA4lrJvmREMUiyAEU6zoh1LGmEywSPaVzTAPpWDND8lM06VMjS8UKgXgJGrvydS7EuZ+K5K+hjGctGbiv95/Ri8i0HKgigGGpDZIi/mBoTGtBdjyAQlwBNFMBFM/dUgYywwAdVeUZVgLZ68TDr1mmXWrJZqo45mKKAyOkFVZKFz1EBXqInaiKB79Iie0Yv2oD1pr9rbLLqizWeO0B9o7z+Op55S</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xw+1xhylXCmNmPrHx+APmIpIqS8=">AAACCnicbVC7TsMwFHV4lvIKMLIEKqSyVEkXGCuxMBaJPqQ2ihzXaU0dJ7JvEFGUmYVfYWEAIVa+gI2/wU0zQMuRLB2dc66u7/FjzhTY9rexsrq2vrFZ2apu7+zu7ZsHh10VJZLQDol4JPs+VpQzQTvAgNN+LCkOfU57/vRq5vfuqVQsEreQxtQN8ViwgBEMWvLMkyHQB1Ak0yEWpHm962WF5AcZyb27/Nwza3bDLmAtE6ckNVSi7Zlfw1FEkpAKIBwrNXDsGNwMS2CE07w6TBSNMZniMR1oKnBIlZsVp+TWmVZGVhBJ/QRYhfp7IsOhUmno62SIYaIWvZn4nzdIILh0MybiBKgg80VBwi2IrFkv1ohJSoCnmmAimf6rRSZYYgK6vaouwVk8eZl0mw3Hbjg3dq3VLOuooGN0iurIQReoha5RG3UQQY/oGb2iN+PJeDHejY95dMUoZ47QHxifP6+Km3A=</latexit>

Oj  Oj�1 [ {(xj ,uj)}
<latexit sha1_base64="wqwvaYyvFGZQGmw5gcc5o1on3xg=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="SXAFyTIyG4/KbIkqzZapRkZMOLs=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="SXAFyTIyG4/KbIkqzZapRkZMOLs=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="t98d7qT5V3+CFavjjtSYvbJhClk=">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</latexit>

Fig. 5 Visualization of the learning framework

1. findCandidate: The learner checks if there exists

a Vc compatible with Oj−1.

(a) If no such c exists, the learner declares failure

(Cj−1 = ∅).
(b) Otherwise, a candidate cj ∈ Cj−1 is chosen and

the corresponding function Vcj (x) : cj .g(x) is

considered for verification.

2. verify: The verifier oracle tests whether Vcj
is a

CLF (Eq. (9))

(a) If yes, the process terminates successfully (Vcj

is a CLF)

(b) Otherwise, the oracle provides a witness xj 6= 0

for the negation of Eq. (9).

3. update: Using the demonstrator uj : D(xj), a new

observation (xj ,uj) is added to the training set:

Oj : Oj−1 ∪ {(xj ,uj)} (12)

Cj : Cj−1 ∩
{

c | Vc(xj) > 0 ∧
∇Vc · f(xj ,uj) < 0

}
. (13)

Theorem 1 The learning framework as described above

has the following property:

1. cj 6∈ Cj. I.e., the candidate found at the jth step is

eliminated from further consideration.

2. If the algorithm succeeds at iteration j, then the out-

put function Vcj
is a valid CLF for stabilization.

3. The algorithm declares failure at iteration j if and

only if no linear combination of the basis functions

is a CLF compatible with the demonstrator.

Proof 1) Suppose that cj ∈ Cj . Then, cj satisfies the

following conditions (Eq. (13)):

Vcj
(xj) > 0 ∧ ∇Vcj

· f(xj ,uj) < 0 .

However, the verifier guarantees that cj is a counterex-

ample for Eq. (6). I.e.,

Vcj (xj) ≤ 0 ∨ ∇Vcj · f(xj ,uj) ≥ 0 ,

which is a contradiction. Therefore, cj 6∈ Cj .
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2) The algorithm declares success if the verifier could

not find a counterexample. In other words, Vcj
satisfies

conditions of Eq. (6) and therefore a CLF.

3) The algorithm declares failure if Cj = ∅. On the

other hand, by definition, Cj yields the set of all c s.t. Vc
(which is linear combination of basis functions) is com-

patible with the observations Oj . Therefore, Cj = ∅
implies that that no linear combination of the basis

functions is compatible with the Oj and therefore com-

patible with the demonstrator.

One possible choice of basis functions involves mono-

mials gj(x) : xαj wherein |αj |1 ≤ DV for some degree

bound DV for the learning concept (CLF). Inverse re-

sults suggest polynomial basis for Lyapunov functions

are expressive enough for verification of exponentially

stable, smooth nonlinear systems over a bounded re-

gion [68]. This, justifies using polynomial basis for CLF.

In the next two section we present implementations

of each of the modules involved, namely the learner and

the verifier.

4 Learner

Recall that the learner needs to check if there exists

a c s.t. Vc is compatible with the observation set O

(Definition 5). In other words, we wish to check

(∃c ∈ C) Vc(0) = 0 ∧
∧

(xi,ui)∈O

(
Vc(xi) > 0 ∧

∇Vc · f(xi,ui) < 0

)
.

Note that each function Vc(xi) : ct ·g(xi) in our hypoth-

esis space, is linear in c. Also, ∇Vc.f(xi,ui) is linear in

c:

∇Vc.f(xi,ui) =

r∑
k=1

ck∇gk(xi).f(xi,ui) .

The (initial) space of all candidates C is assumed to

be a hyper-rectangular box, and therefore a polytope.

Let Cj represent the topological closure of the set Cj
obtained at the jth iteration (see Eq. (11)).

Lemma 1 For each j ≥ 0, Cj is a polytope.

Proof We prove by induction. Initially C is an hyper-

rectangular box. Also, C0 : C ∩H0, where

H0 = {c | Vc(0) =

r∑
k=1

ckgk(0) = 0} .

As Vc is linear in c,H0 : {c | at0.c = b0} is a hyper-plane,

where a0 and b0 depend on the values of, gk(0) (k =

1, . . . , r). And C0 would be intersection of a polytope

and a hyper-plane, which is a polytope. Now, assume

Cj−1 is a polytope. Recall that Cj is defined as Cj :

Cj−1 ∩Hj (Eq. (13)), where

Hj :

{
c |

∑r
k=1(ck gk(xj)) > 0 ∧∑r

k=1(ck ∇gk(xj) · f(xj ,uj)) < 0

}
.

Notice that f(xj ,uj), gk(xi), and∇gk(xi) are constants

and

Hj :Hj1 ∩Hj2

Hj1 :{c | atj1.c > bj1}

= {c|
r∑

k=1

(ck gk(xj)) > 0}

Hj2 :{c | atj2.c > bj2}

= {c|
r∑

k=1

(ck ∇gk(xj) · f(xj ,uj)) < 0} .

Therefore, Cj is intersection of a polytope (Cj−1) and

two half-spaces (Hj) which yields another polytope.

The learner should sample a point cj ∈ Cj−1 at jth

iteration, which is equivalent to checking emptiness of

a polytope with some strict inequalities. This is solved

using slight modification of simplex method, using in-

finitesimals for strict inequalities, or using interior point

methods [100]. We will now demonstrate that by choos-

ing cj carefully, we can guarantee the polynomial time

termination of our learning framework.

4.1 Termination

Recall that in the framework, the learner provides a

candidate and the verifier refutes the candidate by a

counterexample and a new observation is generated by

the demonstrator. The following lemma relates the sam-

ple cj ∈ Cj−1 at the jth iteration and the set Cj in the

subsequent iteration.

Lemma 2 There exists a half-space H∗j : atc ≥ b such

that (a) cj lies on boundary of hyperplane H∗j , and (b)

Cj ⊆ Cj−1 ∩H∗j .

Proof Recall that we have cj ∈ Cj−1 but cj 6∈ Cj by

Theorem 1. Let Ĥj : atc = b̂ be a separating hyper-

plane between the (convex) set Cj and the point cj ,

such that Cj ⊆ {c | atc ≥ b̂}. By setting the offset

b : atcj , we note that b ≤ b̂. Therefore, by defining

H∗j as atc ≥ b, we obtain the required half-space that

satisfies conditions (a) and (b).

While sampling a point from Cj−1 is solved by solv-

ing a linear programming problem, Lemma. 2 suggests

that the choice of cj governs the convergence of the al-

gorithm. Figure. 6 demonstrates the importance of this
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choice by showing candidate cj , hyperplanes Hj1 and

Hj2 and Cj .

For a faster termination, we wish to remove a “large

portion” of Cj−1 to obtain a “smaller” Cj . There are

two important factors which affect this: (i) counterex-

ample xj selection and (ii) candidate cj selection. Coun-

terexample xj , would affect uj : D(xj), g(xj), and

f(xj ,uj) and therefore defines the hyper-planes Hj1

and Hj2. On the other hand, candidate cj 6∈ Cj . We

postpone discussion on the counterexample selection to

the next section, and for the rest of this section we

focus on different techniques to generate a candidate

cj ∈ Cj−1.

The goal is to find a cj s.t.

Vol(Cj) ≤ αVol(Cj−1) , (14)

for each iteration j and a fixed constant 0 ≤ α <

1, independent of the hyperplanes Hj1 and Hj2. Here

Vol(Cj) represents the volume of the (closure) of the set

Cj . Since closure of Cj is contained in C which happens

to be compact, this volume will always be finite. Note

that if we can guarantee Eq. (14), it immediately fol-

lows that Vol(Cj) ≤ αjVol(C0). This implies that the

volume of the remaining candidates “vanishes” rapidly.

Remark 4 By referring to Vol(Cj), we are implicitly as-

suming that Cj is not embedded inside a subspace of

Rr, i.e., it is full-dimensional. However, this assumption

is not strictly true. Specifically, C0 : C ∩H0, where H0

is a hyper-plane. Thus, strictly speaking, the volume of

C0 in Rr is 0. This issue is easily addressed by first fac-

toring out the linearity space of C0, i.e., the affine hull of

C0. This is performed by using the equality constraints

that describe the affine hull to eliminate variables from

C0. Subsequently, C0 can be treated as a full dimen-

sional polytope in Rr−dj , wherein dj is the dimension

of its linearity space.

Furthermore, since Cj ⊆ C0, we can continue to

express Cj inside Rr−dj using the same basis vectors

as C0. A further complication arises if Cj is embedded

inside a smaller subspace. We do not treat this case in

our analysis. However, note that this can happen for at

most r iterations and thus, does not pose a problem for

the termination analysis.

Intuitively, it is clear from Figure 6 that a candidate

at the center of Cj−1 would be a good one. We now

relate the choice of cj to an appropriate definition of

center, so that Eq. (14) is satisfied.

Center of Maximum Volume Ellipsoid Maximum

volume ellipsoid (MVE) inscribed inside a polytope is

unique with many useful characteristics.

cj

Cj−1

Cj

Hj1

Hj2

Fig. 6 Search space: Original candidate region Cj (green) at
the start of the jth iteration, the candidate cj , and the new
region Cj+1 (hatched region with blue lines).

cj
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Cj
<latexit sha1_base64="glylJYGY2DtTdGMsPnZwL/EaSSg=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1d03H1nQfs7A7XmNwSTvGc10Sa0=">AAACK3icdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUcGNCsEiuJBhRvsYd4VuXFawD2iHmknTNjbzIMkIZZi/cO8XuHDrVv/AleJWv8O0tWBFDwQu55z7yHFDRoU0zVctNTe/sLiUXs6srK6tb+ibWzURRByTKg5YwBsuEoRRn1QllYw0Qk6Q5zJSdwflkV6/IVzQwL+Uw5A4Hur5tEsxkopq60bcGg9p8p7rxKaRK5p52z42jYKVL9iF4xFj506tpNyOr5OkrWenHjj1wKkHWoY5Rra0v3eVutt5qLT1z1YnwJFHfIkZEqJpmaF0YsQlxYwkmVYkSIjwAPVIU5U+8ohw4vFJCTxUTAd2A66eL+GY/dkRI0+Ioecqp4dkX/zWRuRfWjOSXduJqR9Gkvh4sqgbMSgDOAoJdignWLKhKhDmVN0KcR9xhKWKcmaLp/RAJBkVzPT38P+idmJYpmFdqITOwARpsAsOwBGwQBGUwDmogCrA4BY8gifwrN1rL9qb9j6xprTvnm0wA+3jC+Dopwk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1d03H1nQfs7A7XmNwSTvGc10Sa0=">AAACK3icdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUcGNCsEiuJBhRvsYd4VuXFawD2iHmknTNjbzIMkIZZi/cO8XuHDrVv/AleJWv8O0tWBFDwQu55z7yHFDRoU0zVctNTe/sLiUXs6srK6tb+ibWzURRByTKg5YwBsuEoRRn1QllYw0Qk6Q5zJSdwflkV6/IVzQwL+Uw5A4Hur5tEsxkopq60bcGg9p8p7rxKaRK5p52z42jYKVL9iF4xFj506tpNyOr5OkrWenHjj1wKkHWoY5Rra0v3eVutt5qLT1z1YnwJFHfIkZEqJpmaF0YsQlxYwkmVYkSIjwAPVIU5U+8ohw4vFJCTxUTAd2A66eL+GY/dkRI0+Ioecqp4dkX/zWRuRfWjOSXduJqR9Gkvh4sqgbMSgDOAoJdignWLKhKhDmVN0KcR9xhKWKcmaLp/RAJBkVzPT38P+idmJYpmFdqITOwARpsAsOwBGwQBGUwDmogCrA4BY8gifwrN1rL9qb9j6xprTvnm0wA+3jC+Dopwk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="cixHgVqiY7Ktak/mUho/VifQPbM=">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</latexit>

Ej
<latexit sha1_base64="EJEMILLTQR8Z5XDTJDE/Rv3caFk=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="f9H+5y3qtJHu+EmzFehbziY2o0w=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="f9H+5y3qtJHu+EmzFehbziY2o0w=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="7QW+uLiZ6dd/gy5DWjVjeV8ru90=">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</latexit>

cj+1
<latexit sha1_base64="G81Os/PRZIaS9HyKPbPaY3cmsfM=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="IhFR2lnXFukMBkSE779RvvNRoAo=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="IhFR2lnXFukMBkSE779RvvNRoAo=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="y/WyPnVhwFzpCQLNb7epor8uLbs=">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</latexit>

Fig. 7 Search Space: Original candidate region Cj−1 (Cj)
is shown in blue (green) polygon. The maximum volume el-
lipsoid Ej−1 (Ej) is inscribed in Cj−1 (Cj) and its center is
the candidate cj (cj+1).

Theorem 2 (Tarasov et al.[95]) Let cj be chosen as

the center of the MVE inscribed in Cj−1. Then,

Vol (Cj) ≤
(

1− 1

r

)
Vol (Cj−1) .

Recall, here that r is the number of basis func-

tions such that Cj−1 ⊆ Rr. This leads us to a scheme
that guarantees termination of the overall procedure in

finitely many steps under some assumptions. The idea

is simple. Select the center of the MVE inscribed in

Cj−1 at each iteration (Fig. 7).

Let C ⊆ (−∆,∆)r for ∆ > 0. Furthermore, let us

additionally terminate the procedure as having failed

whenever the Vol(Cj) < (2δ)r for some arbitrarily small

δ > 0. This additional termination condition is easily

justified when one considers the precision limits of float-

ing point numbers and sets of small volumes. Clearly,

as the volume of the sets Cj decreases exponentially,

each point inside the set will be quite close to one that

is outside, requiring high precision arithmetic to repre-

sent and sample from the sets Cj .

Theorem 3 If at each step cj is chosen as the center

of the MVE in Cj−1, the learning loop terminates in at

most

r(log(∆)− log(δ))

− log
(
1− 1

r

) = O(r2) iterations .
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Proof Initially, Vol(C0) < (2∆)r. Then by Theorem 2

Vol(Cj) ≤ (1− 1

r
)j Vol(C0) < (1− 1

r
)j(2∆)r

=⇒ log

(
Vol(Cj)

(2∆)r

)
< j log(1− 1

r
) .

After k = r(log(∆)−log(δ))
− log(1− 1

r )
iterations:

log

(
Vol(Cj)

(2∆)r

)
<
r(log(∆)− log(δ))

− log(1− 1
r )

log(1− 1

r
) ,

and

=⇒ log

(
Vol(Cj)

(2∆)r

)
< r log

(
δ

∆

)
=⇒ log

(
Vol(Cj)

(2∆)r

)
< r log

(
2δ

2∆

)
=⇒ log(Vol(Ck)) < log((2δ)r) .

And it is concluded that Vol(Ck) < (2δ)r, which is the

termination condition. And asymptotically − log(1− 1
r )

is Ω( 1
r ) (can be shown using Taylor expansion as r →

∞) and therefore, the maximum number of iterations

would be O(r2).

However, checking the termination condition is com-

putationally expensive as calculating the volume of a

polytope is ]P hard, i.e., as hard as counting the num-

ber of solutions to a SAT problem. One solution is to

first calculate an upper bound on the number of it-

erations using Theorem 3, and stop if the number of

iterations has exceeded the upper-bound.

A better approach is to consider some robustness

for the candidate.

Definition 7 (Robust Compatibility) A candidate

c is δ-robust for δ > 0 w.r.t. observations (demonstra-

tor), iff for each ĉ ∈ Bδ(c), Vĉ : ĉt · g(x) is compatible

with observations (demonstrator) as well.

Let Ej be the MVE inscribed inside Cj (Fig. 7).

Following the robustness assumption, it is sufficient to

terminate the procedure whenever:

Vol(Ej) < γδr , (15)

where γ is the volume of r-ball with radius 1.

Theorem 4 ([95,42]) Let cj be chosen as the center

of Ej−1. Then,

Vol(Ej) ≤
(

8

9

)
Vol (Ej−1) .

Theorem 5 If at each step cj is chosen as the center

of Ej−1, the learning loop condition defined by Eq. (15)

is violated in at most

r(log(∆)− log(δ))

− log
(
8
9

) = O(r) iterations .

Proof Initially, B∆(0) is the MVE inside box [−∆,∆]r

and therefore, Vol(E0) < γ∆r. Then by Theorem 2

Vol(Ej) ≤ (
8

9
)j Vol(E0) < (

8

9
)jγ∆r

=⇒ log(Vol(Ej))− log(γ∆r) < j log(
8

9
) .

After k = r(log(∆)−log(δ))
− log( 8

9 )
iterations:

log(Vol(Ek))− log(γ∆r) <
r(log(∆)− log(δ))

− log( 8
9 )

log(
8

9
) ,

and

=⇒ log(Vol(Ek))− log(γ∆r) < r(log(δ)− log(∆))

=⇒ log(Vol(Ek))− log(γ∆r) < log(γδr)− log(γ∆r)

=⇒ log(Vol(Ek)) < log(γδr) .

It is concluded that Vol(Ek) < γδr, which is the ter-

mination condition. And asymptotically the maximum

number of iterations would be O(r).

Volume of an ellipsoid is effectively computable and

thus, such termination condition can be checked easily.

Also, the convergence rate is linear in r as opposed to

r2, when the robustness is not guaranteed.

Theorem 6 The learning framework either finds a con-

trol Lyapunov functions or proves that no linear combi-

nation of the basis function would yield a function with

robust compatibility with the demonstrator.

Proof By Theorem 1, if verifier certifies correctness of

a solution V , then V is a CLF. Assume that the frame-

work terminates after k iterations and no solution is

found. Then, by Theorem 3, Vol(Ek) < γδr. This means

that a ball with radius δ would not fit in Ck as Ek is

the MVE inscribed inside Ck. In other words

(∀c ∈ Ck) (∃ĉ ∈ Bδ(c)) ĉ 6∈ Ck .

On the other hand, for all c 6∈ Ck, Vc is not compatible

with the observations Oj . Therefore, even if there is

a CLF Vc s.t. c ∈ Ck, the CLF is not robust in its

compatibility with the demonstrator.

The MVE itself can be computed by solving a convex

optimization problem[95,99].

Other Definitions for Center of Polytope: Beside

the center of MVE inscribed inside a polytope, there are

other notions for defining center of a polytope. These in-

clude the center of gravity and Chebyshev center. Cen-

ter of gravity provides the following inequality [14]

Vol (Cj) ≤
(

1− 1

e

)
Vol (Cj) < 0.64 Vol(Cj−1) ,
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meaning that the volume of candidate set is reduced

by at least 36% at each iteration. Unfortunately, cal-

culating center of gravity is very expensive. Chebyshev

center [26] of a polytope is the center of the largest

Euclidean ball that lies inside the polytope. Finding a

Chebyshev center for a polytope is equivalent to solving

a linear program, and while it yields a good heuristic, it

would not provide an inequality in the form of Eq. (14).

There are also notions for defining center for a set

of constraints, including analytic center, and volumetric

center. Assuming C : {c |∧i ati.c < bi}, then analytic

center for
∧
i a

t
i.c < bi is defined as

ac(
∧
i

ati.c < bi) = argmin
c
−
∑
i

log(bi − ati.c) .

Notice that infinitely many inequalities can represent

C and any point inside C can be an analytic center

depending on the inequalities. Atkinson et al. [8] and

Vaidya [98] provide candidate generation techniques,

based on these centers , along with appropriate termi-

nation conditions and convergence analysis.

5 Verifier

The verifier checks the CLF conditions in Eq. (9) for

a candidate Vcj (x) : ctj · g(x). Since the CLF is gener-

ated by the learner, it is guaranteed that Vcj
(0) = 0

(Eq. (11)). Accordingly, verification is split into two

separate checks:

(A) Check if Vcj
(x) is a positive polynomial for x 6= 0,

or equivalently:

(∃ x 6= 0) Vcj
(x) ≤ 0 . (16)

(B) Check if the Lie derivative of Vcj
can be made

negative for each x 6= 0 by a choice u ∈ U :

(∃x 6= 0) (∀u ∈ U) (∇Vcj
) · f(x,u) ≥ 0 . (17)

This problem seems harder due to the presence of a

quantifier alternation.

Lemma 3 Eq. (17) holds for some x 6= 0 iff

(∃ x 6= 0, λ) λ ≥ 0, λtb ≥ −∇Vcj
.f0(x)

Atiλ = ∇Vcj .fi(x)(i ∈ {1 . . .m}). (18)

Proof Suppose Eq. (17) holds. Then, for the given V ,

there exists a x 6= 0 s.t.

(∀u ∈ U) ∇V ·f(x,u) =

 ∇V · f0(x)+
m∑
i=1

∇V · fi(x)ui

≥ 0, (19)

which is equivalent to:

( 6 ∃u)Au ≥ b ∧∇V · f0(x) +

m∑
i=1

∇V · fi(x)ui < 0 .

This yields a set of linear inequalities (w.r.t. u). Using

Farkas lemma, this is equivalent to

(∃λ ≥ 0)Atiλ = ∇V · fi(x)(i ∈ {1...m})
λtb ≥ −∇V · f0(x).

Thus, for a given V , Eq. (17) is equivalent to Eq. (18).

The verifier needs to check Eq. (16) and Eq. (18).

This problem is in general undecidable if the basis func-

tions include trigonometric and exponential functions.

However, δ-decision procedures can solve these prob-

lems approximately [31]. In our experience, δ-decision

procedures do not scale as verifiers for the range of

benchmarks we wish to tackle. Nevertheless, these solvers

allow us to conveniently implement a verifier for small

but hard problems involving rational and trigonometric

functions.

Assuming that the dynamics and chosen bases are

polynomials in x, the verification problem reduces to

checking if a given semi-algebraic set defined by poly-

nomial inequalities is empty. The verification problem

for polynomial dynamics and polynomial CLFs is decid-

able with a high complexity (NP hard) [9]. Exact ap-

proaches using semi-algebraic geometry [17] or branch-

and-bound solvers (including the dReal approach cited

above) can tackle this problem precisely. However, for

scalability, we consent to a relaxation using SDP solvers.

We now present a relaxation using semidefinite pro-

gramming (SDP) solvers.

5.1 SDP Relaxation

Let w : [x, λ] collect the state variables x and the dual

variables λ involved in the conditions stated in (18).

The core idea behind the SDP relaxation is to consider

a vector collecting all monomials of degree up to D:

m :


1

w1

w2

. . .

wD

 ,

wherein D is chosen to be at least half of the maximum

degree in x among all monomials in gj(x) and ∇gj ·
fi(x):

D ≥ 1

2
max

⋃
j

(
{deg(gj)} ∪ {

⋃
i

deg(∇gj · fi)}
) .
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Let us define Z(w) : mmt, which is a symmetric matrix

of monomial terms of degree at most 2D. Each polyno-

mial of degree up to 2D may now be written as a trace

inner product

p(x, λ) : 〈P,Z(w)〉 = trace(PZ(w)) ,

wherein the matrix P has real-valued entries that de-

fine the coefficients in p corresponding to the various

monomials. Although, Z is a function of x and λ, we

will write Z(x) as a function of just x to denote the

matrix Z([x,0]) (i.e., set λ = 0).

Checking Eq. (16) is equivalent to solving the fol-

lowing optimization problem over x

maxx 〈I, Z(x)〉
s.t.

〈
Vcj

, Z(x)
〉
≤ 0 ,

(20)

wherein I is the identity matrix, and Vcj
(x) is written in

the inner product form as
〈
Vcj , Z(x)

〉
. Let 〈Λk, Z(w)〉

represent the variable λk. λ is represented as vector

Λ(Z(w)), wherein the kth element is 〈Λk, Z(w)〉. Then,

the conditions in (18) are now written as

maxw 〈I, Z(w)〉
s.t.

〈
Fcj ,i, Z(w)

〉
= AtiΛ(Z(w)), i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}〈

−Fcj ,0, Z(w)
〉
≤ btΛ(Z(w))

Λ(Z(w)) ≥ 0 ,

(21)

wherein the components ∇Vcj
· fi(x) defining the Lie

derivatives of Vcj are now written in terms of Z(w)

as
〈
Fcj ,i, Z(w)

〉
. Notice that Z(0) is a square matrix

where the first element (Z(0)1,1) is 1 and the rest of

the entries are zero. Let Z0 = Z(0) . Then 〈I, Z0〉 = 1,

and (∀w) Z(w) � Z0.

The SDP relaxation is used to solve these prob-

lems and provide an upper bound of the solution and

D defines the degree of relaxation [34]. The relaxation

treats Z(w) as a fresh matrix variable Z that is no

longer a function of w. The constraint Z � Z0 is added.

Z(w) : mmt is a rank one matrix and ideally, Z should

be constrained to be rank one as well. However, such a

constraint is non-convex, and therefore, will be dropped

from our relaxation. Also, constraints involving Z(w)

in Eqs. (20) and (21) are added as support constraints

(cf. [47,48,34]). Both optimization problems (Eqs.(20)

and (21)) are feasible by setting Z to be Z0. Further-

more, if the optimal solution for each problem is 1 in the

SDP relaxation, then we will conclude that the given

candidate is a CLF. Unfortunately, the converse is not

necessarily true: the relaxation may fail to recognize

that a given candidate is in fact a CLF.

Lemma 4 Whenever the relaxed optimization problems

in Eqs. (20) and (21) yield 1 as a solution, then the

given candidate Vcj
(x) is in fact a CLF.

Proof Suppose that Vcj
is not a CLF but both opti-

mization problems yield an optimal value of 1. Then,

one of Eq. (16) or Eq. (17) is satisfied. I.e. (∃x∗ 6=
0, λ∗ ≥ 0) s.t. Vcj

(x∗) ≤ 0 or Atiλ
∗ = ∇Vcj

.fi(x
∗)(i ∈

{1 . . .m}), λ∗tb ≥ −∇Vcj .f0(x∗). Let w∗ = [x∗, λ∗]
and therefore Z(w∗) � Z0 is a solution for Eq. (20)

or Eq. (21). Let Z ′ = Z(x∗) − Z0. As w∗ 6= 0, Z ′ has

a non-zero diagonal element, and since Z ′ � 0, we may

also conclude that one of the eigenvalues of Z ′ must be

positive. Therefore, 〈I, Z ′〉 > 0 as the trace of Z ′ is the

sum of eigenvalues of Z ′. Thus, 〈I, Z(w)〉 > 〈I, Z0〉 = 1.

Thus, the optimal solution of at least one of the two

problems has to be greater than one. This contradicts

our original assumption.

However, the converse is not true. It is possible for

Z � Z0 to be optimal for either relaxed condition, but

Z 6= Z(w) for any w. This happens because (as men-

tioned earlier) the relaxation drops two key constraints

to convexify the conditions: (1) Z has to be a rank one

matrix written as Z : mmt and (2) there is a w such

that m is the vector of monomials corresponding to w.

Lemma 5 Suppose Eq. (21) has a solution Z 6= Z0,

then

(∀u ∈ U)
〈
Fcj ,0, Z

〉
+

m∑
i=1

〈
Fcj ,i, Z

〉
ui ≥ 0 .

Proof While in the relaxed problem, the relation be-

tween monomials are lost, each inequality in Eq. (21)

holds. Let λ̂ = Λ(Z). Then, we have:〈
Fcj ,i, Z

〉
= Atiλ̂, i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}〈

−Fcj ,0, Z
〉
≤ btλ̂, λ̂ ≥ 0 .

Similar to Lemma. 3 (using Farkas Lemma) this is equiv-

alent to

(∀u ∈ U)
〈
Fcj ,0, Z

〉
+

m∑
i=1

〈
Fcj ,i, Z

〉
ui ≥ 0 .

5.2 Lifting the Counterexamples

Thus far, we have observed that the relaxed optimiza-

tion problems (Eqs. (20) and (21)) yield matrices Z as

counterexamples, rather than vectors x. Furthermore,

given a solution Z, there is no way for us to extract a

corresponding x for reasons mentioned above. We solve
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this issue by “lifting” our entire learning loop to work

with observations of the form:

Oj : {(Z1,u1), . . . , (Zj ,uj)} ,

effectively replacing states xi by matrices Zi.

Also, each basis function gk(x) in g is now writ-

ten instead as 〈Gk, Z〉. The candidates are therefore,∑r
k=1 ck 〈Gk, Z〉. Likewise, we write the components of

its Lie derivative∇gk·fi in terms of Z (〈Gki, Z〉). There-

fore

Vc =

r∑
k=1

ckGk , Fc,i =

r∑
k=1

ckGki . (22)

Definition 8 (Relaxed CLF) A polynomial function

Vc(x) =
∑r
k=1 ckgk(x), s.t. 〈Vc, Z0〉 = 0 is a D-relaxed

CLF iff for all Z 6= Z0:

〈Vc, Z〉 > 0 ∧
(∃u ∈ U) 〈Fc,0, Z〉+

∑m
i=1 〈Fc,i, Z〉 < 0 .

(23)

Theorem 7 A relaxed CLF is a CLF.

Proof Suppose that Vc is not a CLF. The proof is com-

plete by showing that Vc is not a relaxed CLF. If Vc(0) 6=
0, then 〈Vc, Z0〉 6= 0 and Vc is not a relaxed CLF. Oth-

erwise, according to Eq. (6) there exists a x 6= 0 s.t.

Vc(x) ≤ 0 ∨ (∀u ∈ U) ∇Vc.f(x,u) ≥ 0 .

Therefore, there exists x 6= 0 s.t.

〈Vc, Z(x)〉 ≤ 0 ∨

(∀u ∈ U) 〈Fc,0, Z(x)〉+

m∑
i=1

〈Fc,i, Z(x)〉ui ≥ 0 .

Setting Z : Z(x) shows that Vc is not a relaxed CLF,

since the negation of Eq. (23) holds.

We lift the overall formal learning framework to

work with matrices Z as counterexamples using the fol-

lowing modifications to various parts of the framework:

1. First, for each (Zj ,uj) in the observation set, Zj
is the feasible solution returned by the SDP solver

while solving Eqs. (21) and (20).

2. However, the demonstrator D requires its input to

be a state x ∈ X. We define a projection operator

π : ζ 7→ X mapping each Z to a state x : π(Z), such

that the demonstrator operates over π(Zj) at each

step. Note that the vector of monomials m used

to define Z from x includes the degree one terms

x1, . . . , xn. The projection operator simply selects

the entries from Z corresponding to these variables.

Other more sophisticated projections are also pos-

sible, but not considered in this work.

3. The space of all candidates C remains unaltered ex-

cept that each basis polynomial is now interpreted

as gj : 〈Gj , Z〉 and similarly for the Lie derivative

(∇gj) · f(x,u). Thus, the learner is effectively unal-

tered.

Definition 9 (Relaxed Observation Compatibil-

ity) A polynomial function Vc is said to be compatible

with a set of D-relaxed-observations O iff Vc respects

the D-relaxed CLF conditions (Eq. (6)) for every point

in O:

〈Vc, Z0〉 = 0 ∧∧
(Zk,uk)∈Oj

(
〈Vc, Zk〉 > 0 ∧

〈Fc,0, Zk〉+
∑m
i=1 〈Fc,i, Zk〉uki < 0

)
.

Definition 10 (Relaxed Demonstrator Compat-

ibility) A polynomial function Vc is said to be com-

patible with a relaxed-demonstrator D ◦ π iff Vc re-

spects the D-relaxed CLF conditions (Eq. (6)) for ev-

ery observation that can be generated by the relaxed-

demonstrator:

〈Vc, Z0〉 = 0 ∧
(∀Z � Z0, Z 6= Z0)(

〈Vc, Z〉 > 0 ∧
〈Fc,0, Z〉+

∑m
i=1 〈Fc,i, Z〉D(π(Z))i < 0

)
.

In other words, Vc is a relaxed Lyapunov function for

the closed loop system Ψ(X,U, f,D ◦ π).

Theorem 8 The adapted formal learning framework

terminates and either finds a CLF V , or proves that

no linear combination of basis functions would yield

a CLF, with robust compatibility w.r.t. the (relaxed)

demonstrator.

Proof Cj−1 represents all c s.t. Vc is compatible with

relaxed-observation Oj−1. Still Vc and Fc,i are linear in

c (Eq. (22)), and therefore Cj−1 which is the set of all

c ∈ C s.t.

〈Vc, Z0〉 = 0 ∧∧
(Zk,uk)∈Oj−1

(
〈Vc, Zk〉 > 0 ∧∑m

i=1 〈Fc,i, Zk〉uki + 〈Fc,0, Zk〉 < 0

)
,

is a polytope (similar to Lemma 1). Suppose, at jth

iteration, Vcj
: ctj .g is generated by the learner. The

relaxed verifier solves Eqs. (20) and (21). If the optimal

solution for these problems are 1, by Lemma 4, Vcj
is

a CLF. Otherwise, it returns a counterexample Zj �
Z0 and Zj 6= Z0. More over, according to Eqs. (20)

and (21) and Lemma 5:〈
Vcj , Zj

〉
≤ 0 ∨

(∀u ∈ U)
〈
Fcj ,0, Zj

〉
+

m∑
i=1

〈
Fcj ,i, Zj

〉
ui ≥ 0 .
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In other words, Vcj is not a D-relaxed CLF. Next, the

demonstrator generates a proper feedback for π(Zj) and

observation (Zj ,D(π(Zj))) is added to the set of obser-

vations. Notice that Vcj
does not respect the D-relaxed

CLF conditions for (Zj ,D(π(Zj))). I.e.〈
Vcj

, Zj
〉
≤ 0 ∨〈

Fcj ,0, Zj
〉

+

m∑
i=1

〈
Fcj ,i, Zj

〉
D(π(Zj))i ≥ 0 .

Therefore, the new set Cj does not contain cj . Now, the

learner uses the center of maximum volume ellipsoid, to

generate the next candidate. This process repeats and

the learning procedure terminates in finite iterations.

When the algorithm returns with no solution, it means

that Vol(Cj) ≤ γδr. Similar to Theorem 6, this guaran-

tees that no ball of radius δ fits inside Cj , which repre-

sents the set of all linear combination of basis functions,

compatible with the relaxed observations. Therefore, no

linear combination of basis functions would yield a CLF

with robust compatibility with the relaxed observation

and therefore with the relaxed-demonstrator.

In the rest of this paper, we use CLF for discussions.

Nevertheless, the same results can be applied to relaxed

CLF as well.

5.3 Counterexamples Selection

As discussed earlier, in Section 4, there are two impor-

tant factors that affect the overall convergence rate of

the learning framework: (a) the choice of a candidate

cj ∈ Cj−1 and (b) the choice of a counterexample xj
that shows that the current candidate Vcj

is not a CLF.

We will now discuss the choice of a “good” counterex-

ample.

As mentioned, when there is a counterexample xj
for Vcj

, there are two half spaces Hj1 : {c | atj1.c > bj1},
and Hj2 : {c | atj2.c > bj2} such that Cj : Cj−1 ∩
Hj1 ∩Hj2. In particular, cj 6∈ Cj , yields the following

constraints over cj :

atj1.cj ≤ bj1 ∨ atj2.cj ≤ bj2 . (24)

In general, the counterexample affects the coefficients

of the half-spaces ajl, bjl for l ∈ {1, 2}. To wit, the

counterexample xj defines values for uj : D(xj), gi(xj),

fi(xj ,uj), which in turn, define Hj1 and Hj2. Thus, a

good counterexample should “remove” as large a set as

possible from Cj−1. Looking at Eq. (24), it is clear that

atjl.cj − bjl would measure how “far away” the coun-

terexample is from the boundary of the half-space Hjl,

assuming that ||ajl|| is kept constant. As proposed in

our earlier work [77], one could find a counterexam-

ple that maximizes these quantities, so that a “good”

counterexample can be selected. For checking (16), the

verifier finds a counterexample x that maximizes a slack

variable γ s.t.

Vcj (x) ≤ −γ ,

and for the second check (18), the slack variable γ is

introduced and maximized as follows:

λ ≥ γ ∧
m∧
i=1

Atiλ = ∇Vcj · fi(x) ∧

λt.b ≥ −∇Vcj · f0(x) + γ .

As such, we cannot prove improved bounds on the

number of iterations to terminate using this approach.

However, we do, in fact, see a significant decrease in the

number of iterations by adding an objective function to

the selection of the counterexample.

6 Specifications

In previous sections, the problem of finding a CLF was

discussed. However, the concept can be extend to other

Lyapunov-like arguments that are useful for specifica-

tions such as reach-while-stay, and safety. In this sec-

tion, some of these specifications are addressed.

6.1 Local Lyapunov Function

Many nonlinear systems are only locally stabilizable,

especially in presence of input saturation. Therefore, we

wish to study stabilization inside a compact set S. Let

int(R) be the interior of set R. We consider a compact

and connected set S ⊂ X where the origin 0 ∈ int(S)

is the state we seek to stabilize to. Furthermore, we

restrict the set S to be a basic semi-algebraic set defined

by a conjunction of polynomial inequalities:

S : {x ∈ Rn | pS,1(x) ≤ 0, . . . , pS,k(x) ≤ 0} .

The stabilization problem can be reduced to the

problem of finding a local CLF V which respect the

following constraints

V (0) = 0

(∀x ∈ S \ {0}) V (x) > 0

(∀x ∈ S \ {0}) (∃u ∈ U) ∇V · f(x,u) < 0 .

(25)

Given a function V and a comparison predicate on∈ {=
,≤, <,≥, >}, we define V onβ as the set:

V onβ = {x|V (x) on β} .
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Let β∗ be maximum β s.t. V ≤β ⊆ S. Having a CLF V ,

it guarantees that there is a strategy to keep the state

inside V <β , and stabilize to the origin (Fig. 4).

Theorem 9 Given a control affine system Ψ , where

U : Rm and a polynomial control Lyapunov function

V satisfying Eq. (25), there is a feedback function K
for which if x0 ∈ V <β

∗
, then:

1. (∀t ≥ 0) x(t) ∈ S
2. (∀ε > 0) (∃T ≥ 0) ‖x(T )− 0‖ < ε .

Proof First, using Sontag results, there exists a feed-

back function K∗ s.t. while x ∈ S, then dV
dt = ∇V ·

f(x,u) < 0 [89]. Assuming x(0) = x0 ∈ V <β
∗ ⊂ S,

then initially V (x(0)) < β∗. Now, assume the state

reaches ∂S at time t2. By continuity, there is a time

t1 ≤ t2 s.t. x(t1) ∈ ∂(V <β
∗
) and (∀t ∈ [0, t1]) x(t) ∈ S.

Thus, V (x(t1)) = β∗ and

V (x(t1)) =

(
V (x(0)) +

∫ t1

0

dV

dt
dt

)
< V (x(0)) .

This means V (x(t1)) < β∗, which is a contradiction.

Therefore, the state never reaches ∂S and remains in

int(S) forever.

V would be a Lyapunov function for the closed loop

system when the control unit is replaced with the feed-

back function K∗ and using standard results in Lya-

punov theory (∀ε > 0) (∃T ≥ 0) ||x(T )− 0|| < ε.

Finding a local CLF is similar to finding a global one.

One only needs to consider set S in the formulation.

The observation set would consists of (xi,ui)
j
i=1 where

xi is inside S and the verifier would check the following

conditions:

(∃x 6= 0)

k∧
i=1

pS,i(x) ≤ 0 ∧ V (x) ≥ 0

(∃x 6= 0)

k∧
i=1

pS,i(x) ≤ 0 ∧ (∀u ∈ U) ∇V · f(x,u) ≥ 0 ,

which is as hard as the one solved in Section. 5.

Lemma 6 Assuming (i) the demonstrator function D
is smooth, (ii) the closed loop system with feedback law

D is exponentially stable over a bounded region S, then

there exists a local polynomial CLF, compatible with D.

Proof Under assumption (i) and (ii), one can show that

a polynomial local Lyapunov function V (not control

Lyapunov function) exists for the closed loop system

Ψ(X,U, f,D) [68]:

V (0) = 0 ∧ (∀x ∈ S \ 0)

(
V (x) > 0

∇V · f(x,D(x)) < 0

)
.

This means that V is compatible with the demonstra-

tor. V is also a local CLF as it satisfies Eq. (25).

As mentioned, the learning framework fails when

the basis functions are not expressive to capture a CLF

compatible with the demonstrator and one needs to up-

date the demonstrator and/or the set of basis functions.

However, if one believes that the demonstrator satisfies

the conditions in Lemma 6, then, success of the learn-

ing procedure is guaranteed, provided the set of basis

functions is rich enough.

6.2 Barrier Certificate

Barrier certificates are used to guarantee safety prop-

erties for the system. More specifically, given compact

and connected semi-algebraic sets S (safe) and I (ini-

tial) s.t. I ⊂ int(S), the overall goal is to ensure that

whenever x(0) ∈ I, we have x(t) ∈ S for all time t ≥ 0.

The sets S, I are expressed as semi-algebraic sets of the

following form:

S : {x ∈ Rn | pS,1(x) ≤ 0, . . . , pS,k(x) ≤ 0}
I : {x ∈ Rn | pI,1(x) ≤ 0, . . . , pI,l(x) ≤ 0} .

The safety problem can be reduced to the problem

of finding a (relaxed [69]) control barrier certificate B

which respect the following constraints [102]:

(∀x ∈ I) B(x) < 0

(∀x 6∈ int(S)) B(x) > 0

(∀x ∈ S \ int(I)) (∃u ∈ U) ∇B · f(x,u) < 0 .

(26)

To find such a barrier certificate, one needs to define

B as a linear combination of basis functions and use

the framework to find a correct B. The verifier would

check the following conditions that negate each of the

conditions in Eq. (26). First we check if there is a x ∈ I
such that B(x) ≥ 0.

(∃x)

l∧
j=1

pI,j(x) ≤ 0 ∧ B(x) ≥ 0 .

Next, we check if there exists a x 6∈ int(S) such that

B(x) ≤ 0. Clearly, if x 6∈ int(S), we have pS,i(x) ≥ 0

for at least one i ∈ {1, . . . , k}. This yields k conditions

of the form:

(∃x) pS,i(x) ≥ 0 ∧B(x) ≤ 0, i ∈ {1, . . . , k} .
Finally, we ask if ∃x ∈ S \ int(I) that violates the de-

crease condition. Doing so, we obtain l conditions. For

each i ∈ {1, . . . , l}, we solve

(∃x) pI,i(x) ≥ 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
x 6∈int(I)

∧
k∧
j=1

pS,j(x) ≤ 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
x∈S

∧ (∀u ∈ U) ∇B · f(x,u) ≥ 0 ,
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Overall, we have 1 + k+ l different checks. If any of

these checks result in x, it serves as a counterexample

to the conditions for a barrier function (26).

As before, we choose basis functions g1, . . . , gr for

the barrier set Bc :
∑r
k=1 ckgk(x). Given observations

set Oj : {(x1,u1), . . . , (xj ,uj)}, the corresponding can-

didate set Cj of observation compatible barrier func-

tions is defined as the following:

Cj :

c| ∧
(xi,ui)∈Oj


xi ∈ I → Bc(xi) < 0 ∧

xi 6∈ int(S)→ Bc(xi) > 0 ∧
xi ∈ S \ int(I)

→ ∇Bc .f(xi,ui) < 0


 .

The LHS of the implication for each observation (xi,ui)

is evaluated and the RHS constraint is added only when

the LHS holds. Nevertheless, Cj remains a polytope

similar to Lemma. 1.

Remark 5 For the original control barrier certificates, it

is sufficient to check whether B can be decreased on the

boundary (B=0). The relaxed version of control barrier

certificates is introduced by Prajna et al. [69] using sum

of squares (SOS) relaxation. Here we use this relaxation

to simplify the candidate generation process. However,

for the verification process this relaxation is not needed

and without any complication, one could verify the orig-

inal conditions as opposed to the relaxed ones. This

trick will improve the precision of the method.

6.3 Reach-While-Stay

In this problem, the goal is to reach a target set T from

an initial set I, while staying in a safe set S, wherein

I ⊆ S. The set S is assumed to be compact. By com-

bining the local Lyapunov function and a barrier certifi-

cate, one can define a smooth, Lyapunov-like function

V , that satisfies the following conditions (see [79]):

C1 : (∀x ∈ I) V (x) < 0

C2 : (∀x 6∈ int(S)) V (x) > 0

C3 : (∀x ∈ S \ int(T ))(∃u ∈ U) ∇V · f(x,u)<0.

(27)

We briefly sketch the argument as to why such a

Lyapunov-like function satisfies the reach-while-stay, re-

ferring the reader to our earlier work on control certifi-

cates for a detailed proof [79]. Suppose we have found

a function V satisfying (27). V is strictly negative over

the initial set I and strictly positive outside the safe

set S. Furthermore, as long as the flow remains inside

the set S without reaching the interior of the target

T , there exists a control input at each state to strictly

decrease the value of V . Combining these observations,

we conclude either (a) the flow remains forever inside

set S \ int(T ) or (b) must visit the interior of set T (be-

fore possibly leaving S). However, option (a) is ruled

out because S \ int(T ) is a compact set and V is a

continuous function. Therefore, if the flow were to re-

main within S \ int(T ) forever then V (x(t)) → −∞
as t → ∞, which directly contradicts the fact that V

must be lower bounded on a compact set S \ int(T ).

We therefore, conclude that the flow must stay inside

S and eventually visit the interior of the target T .

The learning framework extends easily to search for

a function V that satisfies the constraints in Eq. (27).

6.4 Finite-time Reachability

The idea of funnels has been developed to use the Lya-

punov argument for finite-time reachability [59]. Then,

following Majumdar et al., a library of control funnels

can provide building blocks for motion planning [57].

Likewise, control funnels are used to reduce reach-avoid

problem to timed automata [15].

In this section, we consider Lyapunov-like functions

for establishing control funnels. Let I be a set of initial

states for the plant (x(0) ∈ I), and T be the target set

that the system should reach at time H > 0 (x(H) ∈
int(T )). Let S be the safe set, such that I, T ⊆ S and

x(t) ∈ S for time t ∈ [0,H]. The goal is to find a con-

troller that guarantees that whenever x(0) ∈ I, we have

x(t) ∈ S for all t ∈ [0,H] and x(H) ∈ int(T ). To solve

this, we search instead for a control Lyapunov-like func-

tion V (x, t) that is a function of the state and time, with

the following properties:

C1 : (∀x ∈ I) V (x, 0) < 0

C2 : (∀x 6∈ int(T )) V (x,H) > 0

C3 :

(
∀ t ∈ [0,H]

x 6∈ int(S)

)
V (x, t) > 0

C4 :

(
∀t ∈ [0,H]

∀x ∈ S

)
(∃u ∈ U) V̇ (t,x,u) < 0 ,

(28)

where V̇ (t,x,u) = ∂V
∂t +∇V ·f(x,u). First of all, when

initialized to x(0) ∈ I, we have V (x, 0) < 0 by con-

dition C1. Next, the controller’s action through condi-

tion C4 guarantees that dV
dt < 0 over the trajectory for

t ∈ [0,H], as long as x ∈ S. Through C3, we can guar-

antee that x(t) ∈ S for t ∈ [0,H]. Finally, it follows

that V (x(H),H) < 0. Through C2, we conclude that

x ∈ int(T ). As depicted in Fig. 8, the set V =0 forms a

barrier, and set V <0 forms the required funnel, while

t ≤ H.

Theorem 10 Given compact semi-algebraic sets I, S,

T , a time horizon H, and a smooth function V satisfy-

ing Eq. (28), there exists a control strategy s.t. for all

traces of the closed loop system, if x(0) ∈ I, then
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I

T
V(x, t) = 0

x1

x2

S

Fig. 8 A schematic view of a control funnel. Blue lines
show the boundary of the funnel V (x, t) = 0. Also, initially
V (x1, 0) < 0 and at the end of horizon, V (x2,H) > 0.

1. (∀t ∈ [0,H]) x(t) ∈ S
2. x(H) ∈ int(T ).

Proof Using Sontag result [89,102], there is a feedback

K which decreases value of V while t ∈ [0,H] and x ∈ S:

(∀t ∈ [0,H],x ∈ S) V̇ (t,x,K(x)) < 0 .

Now, assume x(0) ∈ I. By the first condition of Eq. (28),

V (x(0), 0) < 0. Assume there is a time t ∈ [0,H] s.t.

x(t) 6∈ S. By compactness of S, and smooth dynam-

ics, there is a time t2 s.t. V (x(t2), t2) ∈ ∂S and for all

t < t2, x(t) ∈ int(S). According to the third condition

of Eq. (28), V (x(t2), t2) > 0. Since V is a smooth func-

tion there is a time t1 (0 < t1 < t2) s.t. V (x(t1), t1) = 0

and for all t < t1, V (x(t), t) ∈ S. By the fourth condi-

tion in Eq. (28):

V (x(t1), t1) = V (x(0), 0) +

∫ t1

0

V̇ (t,x(t),K(x(t)))

< V (x(0), 0) < 0 .

This is a contradiction and therefore, for all t ∈ [0,H],
x(t) ∈ S. And similar to the argument above, it is

guaranteed that for all t ∈ [0,H], V (x(t), t) < 0. By

the second condition of Eq. (28), it is guaranteed that

if x(H) 6∈ int(T ), then V (x(H),H) > 0. Therefore,

x(H) ∈ int(T ).

Using the Lyapunov-like conditions (28), the prob-

lem of finding such control funnels (respecting Eq. (28))

belongs to the class of problem which could be solved

with our method.

7 Experiments

In this section, we describe numerical results on some

case studies. We first describe our implementation of

the techniques described thus far. The verifier compo-

nent is implemented using tool Gloptipoly [34], which in

turn uses Mosek to solve SDP problems [61], and only

needs a degree of relaxation D as its input. For the

demonstrator, a nonlinear MPC scheme is used, which

is solved using a gradient descent algorithm. For each

benchmark, the following parameters are tuned to ob-

tain the cost function:

1. time step τ

2. number of horizon steps N

3. Q, R, and H for the cost function:(∑N−1
i=1 x(iτ)t Q x(iτ) + u(iτ)t R u(iτ)

)
+x(Nτ)t H x(Nτ) .

As such, an MPC cost function is designed to enforce a

specification such as stability or reaching a target set.

However, since the approach provides no guarantees,

we run hundreds of simulations of the closed loop sys-

tem starting from randomly selected initial states to

check whether the specifications are met. Failing this,

the cost function is adjusted, repeating the testing pro-

cess. And finally, for the learner, quadratic polynomials

are used as candidates for the desired Lyapunov-like

functions. Nevertheless, more complicated polynomials

are also supported by our implementation. Beside these

inputs, each control problem has a specification. For ex-

ample, for a reach-while-stay problem, the target set T ,

initial set I, and safe set S are provided as inputs.

All the computations reported in this section were

performed on a Mac Book Pro with 2.9 GHz Intel Core

i7 processor and 16GB of RAM. The reported CLFs are

rounded to two decimal points. The implementation is

available upon request.

7.1 Case Study I:

This system is two-wheeled mobile robot modeled with

five states [x, y, v, θ, γ] and two control inputs [27], where

x and y define the position of the robot, v is its velocity,

θ is the rotational position and γ is the angle between

the front and rear axles. The goal is to stabilize the

robot to a target velocity v∗ = 5, and θ∗ = γ∗ = y∗ = 0

as shown in Fig. 9. The dynamics of the model is as

follows:
ẋ

ẏ

v̇

θ̇

σ̇

 =


v cos(θ)

v sin(θ)

u1
vσ

u2

 ,

where σ = tan(γ) (see Fig. 9). Variable x is immaterial

in the stabilization problem and is dropped to obtain

a model with four state variables [y, v, θ, σ]. Also, the

sine function is approximated with a polynomial of de-

gree one. The inputs are saturated over the intervals
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Fig. 9 A schematic view of the bicycle model.

U : [−10, 10]× [−10, 10], and the specification is reach-

while-stay, provided by the following sets

S : [−2, 2]× [3, 7]× [−1, 1]× [−1, 1]

I : B0.4(0)

T : B0.1(0) .

The method finds the following CLF:

V =0.37y2 + 0.52yθ + 3.11θ2 + 0.98yσ + 2.23σθ+

4.46σ2 − 0.36vy − 0.29vθ + 0.95vσ + 3.86v2 .

This CLF is used to design a controller. Fig. 10

shows the projection of trajectories on to x-y plane

for the synthesized controller in red. The blue trajecto-

ries are generated using the MPC controller that served

as the demonstrator. The behavior of the system for

both controllers are similar but not identical. Notice

that the initial state in Fig. 10(c) is not in the re-

gion of attraction (guaranteed region). Nevertheless,

the CLF-based controller can still stabilize the system

while keeping the system in the safe region. On the

other hand, the MPC violates the safety constraints

even when the safety constraints are imposed in the

MPC scheme. The safety is violated because in the be-

ginning θ gets larger than 1 and it gets close to π/2

(the robots moves almost vertically).

7.2 Case Study II:

The problem of keeping the inverted pendulum in a ver-

tical position is considered. This case study has applica-

tions in balancing two-wheeled robots [20]. The system

has two degrees of freedom: the position of the cart x,

and the degree of the inverted pendulum θ. The goal is

to keep the pendulum in a vertical position by moving

the cart with input u (Fig. 11).
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0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40
-2
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0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40
-1

0

1

2

(a) Initial state: [0.25, 0.25, 0.25, 0.25]
x

(b) Initial state: [0, -0.25, -0.5, 0]
x

(c) Initial state: [-1, 1, 0.6, 1]
x

y

y

y

Fig. 10 Simulation for the bicycle robot - Projected on x-y
plane. Simulation traces are plotted for three different initial
states. Blue (red) traces corresponds to trajectories of the
system for MPC controller (CLF-based controller).

The system has four state variables [x, ẋ, θ, θ̇] with

the following dynamics [46]:[
ẍ

θ̈

]
=

 4u−4εẋ+4mlθ̇2 sin(θ)−3mg sin(θ) cos(θ)
4(M+m)−3m cos2(θ)

(M+m)g sin(θ)−(u−εẋ) cos(θ)−mlθ̇2 sin(θ) cos(θ)

l( 4
3 (M+m)−m cos(θ)2)

 ,
where m = 0.21 and M = 0.815 are masses of the pen-

dulum and the cart respectively, g = 9.8 is the gravita-

tional acceleration, and l = 0.305 is distance of center

of mass of the pendulum from the cart. After partial

linearization, the dynamics have the following form:[
ẍ

θ̈

]
=

[
4u+ 4(M+m)g tan(θ)−3mg sin(θ) cos(θ)

4(M+m)−3m cos2(θ)
−3u cos(θ)

l

]
.

The trigonometric and rational functions are ap-

proximated with polynomials of degree three. The input

is saturated U : [−20, 20] and sets for a safety specifi-

cation are S : [−1, 1]4, I : B0.1(0).

Fig. 12 shows the some of the traces of the closed

loop system for the CLF-based controller as well as

the MPC controller. Notice that the trajectories of the

CLF based controller are quite distinct from the MPC,

especially in regions where the demonstration is not

provided during the CLF synthesis process. For exam-

ple, in Figure. 12(b), the behaviors of these controllers

are similar outside the initial set I. However, inside I

(near the equilibrium) the behavior is different, since

the demonstrations are only generated for states out-

side I. The CLF-based controller is designed using the

following CLF generated by the learning framework:
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α

x

u

Fig. 11 A schematic view of the “inverted pendulum on a
cart”.

V =16.37θ̇2 + 50.37θ̇θ + 75.16θ2 + 13.51xθ̇ + 43.26xθ+

10.44x2 + 23.30θ̇ẋ+ 38.09ẋθ + 11.13ẋx+ 9.55ẋ2 .

7.3 Case Study III:

Caltech ducted fan has been used to study the aero-

dynamics of a single wing of a thrust vectored, fixed

wing aircraft [37]. In this case study, we wish to de-

sign forward flight control in which the angle of attack

needs to be set for a stable forward flight. The model of

the system is carefully calibrated through wind tunnel

experiments. The system has four states: v is the veloc-

ity, γ is the moving direction the ducted fan, θ is the

rotational position, and q is the angular velocity. The

control inputs are the thrust u and the angle at which

the thrust is applied δu (Fig. 13). Also, the inputs are

saturated: U : [0, 13.5] × [−0.45, 0.45]. The dynamics
are:
mv̇

mvγ̇

θ̇

Jq̇

 =


−D(v, α)−W sin(γ) + u cos(α+ δu)

L(v, α)−W cos(γ) + u sin(α+ δu)

q

M(v, α)− ulT sin(δu)

 ,
where the angle of attack α = θ− γ, and D, L, and M

are polynomials in v and α. For full list of parameters,

see [37]. According to the dynamics, x∗ : [6, 0, 0.1771, 0]

is a stable equilibrium (for u∗ : [3.2,−0.138]) where the

ducted fan can move forward with velocity 6. Thus, the

goal is to reach near x∗. The system is not affine in

control. We replace u and δu with us = u sin(δu) and

uc = u cos(δu):
v̇

γ̇

θ̇

q̇

 =


−D(v,α)−W sin(γ)+uc cos(α)−us sin(α)

m
L(v,α)−W cos(γ)+uc sin(α)+us cos(α)

mv

q
M(v,α)−lTus

J

 .

Projection of U into the new coordinate will yield a sec-

tor of a circle. Then, set U is safely under-approximated

by a polytope Û as shown in Fig. 14. Next, we perform

a translation so that the x∗ (u∗) is the origin of the

state (input) space in the new coordinate system. In or-

der to obtain a polynomial dynamics, we approximate

v−1, sin and cos with polynomials of degree one, three

and three, respectively. These changes yield a polyno-

mial control affine dynamics, which fits the description

of our model. For the reach-while-stay specification, the

sets are defined as the following:

S : [3, 9]× [−0.75, 0.75]× [−0.75, 0.75]× [−2, 2]

I : {[v, γ, θ, q]t|(0.4v)2 + γ2 + θ2 + q2 < 0.42}
T : {[v, γ, θ, q]t|(0.4v)2 + γ2 + θ2 + q2 < 0.052} .

The projection of some of the traces of the system in

x-y plane is shown in Fig. 15. We set x0 = y0 = 0 and

ẋ = v cos(γ), ẏ = v sin(γ) .

The CLF-based controller is designed using the follow-

ing generated CLF:

V = + 3.23q2 + 2.17qθ + 3.90θ2 − 0.2qv − 0.45vθ

+ 0.53v2 + 1.66qγ − 1.33γθ + 0.48vγ + 3.90γ2 .

The traces show that the CLF-based controller stabi-

lizes faster, however, the MPC controller uses the aero-

dynamics to achieve the same goal with a better per-

formance.

7.4 Case Study IV:

This case study addresses another problem for the pla-

nar Caltech ducted fan [37]. The goal is to keep the

planar ducted fan in a hover mode. The system has

three degrees of freedom, x, y, and θ, which define the

position and orientation of the ducted fan. There are six

state variables x, y, θ, ẋ, ẏ, θ̇ and two control inputs

u1, u2 (U ∈ [−10, 10]× [0, 10]). The dynamics aremẍmÿ
Jθ̈

 =

−dcẋ+ u1 cos(θ)− u2 sin(θ)

−dcẏ + u2 cos(θ) + u1 sin(θ)−mg
ru1

 ,
where m = 11.2, g = 0.28, J = 0.0462, r = 0.156 and

dc = 0.1. The system is stable at origin for u∗ : [0,mg].

Therefore, we set u∗ as the origin for the input space.

The specification is a reach-while-stay property with

the following sets:

S : [−1, 1]× [−1, 1]× [−0.7, 0.7]× [−1, 1]3

I : B0.25(0), T : B0.1(0) .
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(a) Initial state (0.3, 0, 0, 0) (b) Initial state (1, 1, 1, 1)

Fig. 12 Simulation for the inverted pendulum system. Simulation traces are plotted for two initial states. Red (blue) traces
show the simulation for the CLF-based (MPC) controller.
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Fig. 13 A schematic view of the Caltech ducted fan.
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Fig. 14 Set of feasible inputs U and its under approximation
Û in the new coordinate for case study III.

The trigonometric functions are approximated with de-

gree two polynomials and the procedure finds a quadratic

CLF:

V =1.64θ̇2 − 0.56θ̇ẏ + 13.53ẏ2 + 0.07θ̇y + 1.15yẏ+

1.16y2 + 1.74θθ̇ + 0.03ẏθ − 0.77yθ + 4.80θ2−
4.57θ̇ẋ+ 0.85ẋẏ + 0.34yẋ− 8.59ẋθ + 12.77ẋ2−
0.45θ̇x+ 0.06ẏx+ 0.51yx− 3.71xθ + 4.12xẋ+

1.88x2 .

Some of the traces are shown in Fig. 16. As the simu-

lation suggest, the MPC controller behaves very differ-

ently and the CLF-based controller yield solutions with

more oscillations. The CLF-based controller first stabi-

lizes x and θ and then value of y settles. Also, once the

trace is inside the target region, the CLF-based con-
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Fig. 15 Simulation for forward flight of Caltech ducted fan
- Projected on x-y plane. Blue (red) traces are trajectories of
the closed loop system with the MPC (CLF-based) controller.
The rotational position is shown for some of the states (in
black for the initial state) for each trajectory. Initial states are
[2, 0.4, 0.717, 0], [−1,−0.25,−0.133, 0], and [−1, 0.4, 0.177, 0]
for (a), (b), and (c), respectively.

troller does not guarantee decrease in V as this fact is

intuitively visible in Fig. 16(c).
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Fig. 16 Simulation for Case Study IV - Projected on x-
y plane. The trajectories corresponding to the CLF-based
(MPC) controller are shown in red (blue) lines. The boundary
of the target set is shown in yellow.

7.5 Case Study V:

In this case study, a unicycle model [52] is considered.

It is known that no continuous feedback can stabilize

the unicycle, and therefore no continuous CLF exists.

However, considering a reference trajectory for a mov-

ing unicycle, one can keep the system near the reference

trajectory, using control funnels. The unicycle model

has the dynamics:

ẋ = u1 cos(θ) , ẏ = u1 sin(θ) , θ̇ = u2 .

By a change of basis, a simpler dynamic model is used

here (see. [52]):

ẋ1 = u1, ẋ2 = u2, ẋ3 = x1u2 − x2u1 .

We consider a planning problem, in which starting

near [θ, x, y] = [π2 ,−1,−1], the goal is to reach near

[θ, x, y] = [0, 2, 0]. In the first step, a feasible trajectory

x∗(t) is generated as shown in Fig. 17(a). Then x∗(t)
is approximated with piecewise polynomials. More pre-

cisely, trajectory consists of two segments. The first seg-

ment brings the car to the origin and the second seg-

ment moves the car to the destination. Each segment is

approximated using polynomials in t with degree up to

three:

seg. 2 :


θ(t)∗ = 0

x∗(t) = t

y∗(t) = 0

seg. 1 :


θ∗(t) = π − t
x∗(t) = −(1− 0.64t)(1 + 0.64t)

y∗(t) = −(1− 0.64t)(1− 0.2t− 0.25t2) .

Let Tr(θ, x, y) represent the transformation of the state

in terms of (θ, x, y) coordinate system to the (x1, x2, x3)

coordinates. Also, for two set A, and B, let A ⊕ B be

the Minkowski sum of A and B. For example, we write

{Tr(θ, x, y)} ⊕ Bδ(0) to denote a state and a ball of

radius δ around it. Moreover, let S1 (S2) be the min-

imal box which contains the trajectory x∗(·) for the

first (second) segment in the (x1, x2, x3) coordinates.

For the first segment, the goal is to reach from the ini-

tial set I : {Tr(π/2,−1,−1)} ⊕ B1(0) to the target set

T : {Tr(0, 0, 0)}⊕B1(0). Also, the safe set is defined as

S : S1 ⊕ [−1.5, 1.5]3. That is, an enlarged box around

S1. And in the next segment, the goal is to reach from

initial set I : Tr(0, 0, 0)⊕B1(0) to T : Tr(0, 2, 0)⊕B1(0)

as the target, while staying in S : S2 ⊕ [−2, 2]3.

For each segment, we search for a Lyapunov-like

function V as a time varying function, quadratic in the

states. Our method is applied to this problem, and we

are able to find a strategy to implement the plan with

guarantees. The boundary of the funnels is shown in

Fig. 17(a). Also, some simulation traces are shown in

Fig. 17(b), where the CLF controller is implemented us-

ing the generated funnels. As simulations suggest, the

funnels can effectively stabilize the traces to the trajec-

tory, when the unicycle is moving forward.

7.6 Performance

As mentioned earlier, the inputs to the learning frame-

work are the plant, monomial basis functions, and the

demonstrator. Also, the degree of relaxation D is also

considered as input. At each iteration, first a MVE in-

scribed inside a polytope is calculated. This task is per-

formed quite efficiently. The MPC scheme used inside
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Fig. 17 (a) Trajectory tracking using control funnel - Projected on x-y plane. The reference trajectory is shown with the green
line, consists of two segments. Starting from R0, the state remains in the funnel (blue region) until it reaches RH. Boundary
of each smaller blue region shows the boundary of the funnel for a specific time. (b) Simulation traces for some random initial
states.

the demonstrator is an input and we do not consider

its performance here. Nevertheless, MPC is known to

be very efficient if it is carefully tuned. We mention that

the MPC parameters used here are selected by a non-

expert and usually the time step is very small and the

horizon is very long. Nevertheless, as the MPC is used

offline, they are still suitable for our framework. Also,

costs matrices Q, R, and H are diagonal:

Q = diag(Q′) , R = diag(R′) , H = Ndiag(Q′) ,

where Q′ ∈ Rn and R′ ∈ Rm. There are two other

important factors that determines the performance of

the whole learning framework: (i) the time taken by

the verifier and (ii) the number of iterations. Table. 1

shows the results of the learning framework for the set

of case studies described thus far. For each problem

instance, the parameters of the MPC, as well as the de-

gree of relaxation are provided. Also, the performance

of the learning framework is tabulated. First, the proce-

dure starts from C : [−∆,∆]r and terminates whenever

Vol(Ej) < γδr. We set ∆ = 100 and δ = 10−3. The re-

sults demonstrate that the method terminates in few

iterations, even for the cases where a compatible CLF

does not exists.

Notice that the number of demonstrations is dif-

ferent from the number of iterations. Recall that two

separate problems are solved for the verification. One

involves checking the positivity of V , and the other in-

volves checking whether ∇V can be decreased. When

a counterexample xj is found for the former problem,

there is no need to check the latter condition. Further-

more, we do not require a demonstration for such a

scenario. This optimization is added to speed up our

overall procedure by avoiding expensive calls to the

MPC. To accommodate this, our approach calculates

Ĉj+1 (instead of Cj+1) for such counterexamples as:

Ĉj+1 : Ĉj ∩ {c | Vc(xj) > 0} . (29)

Otherwise, if the counterexample violates conditions on

∇V , then

Ĉj+1 : Ĉj ∩
{

c | Vc(xj) > 0

∇Vc.f(xj ,uj) < 0

}
. (30)

However, cj 6∈ Ĉj+1 for both cases and the convergence

guarantees continue to hold. As Table. 1 shows, using

this trick, the number of demonstrations can be much

smaller than the total number of iterations.

At each iteration, several verification problems are

solved which involve solving large SDP problems. While

the complexity of solving SDP is polynomial in the

number of variables, they are still hard to solve. The

verification problem is quite expensive when the num-

ber of variables and degree of relaxation are large. Nev-

ertheless, as the SDP solvers mature further, we believe

our method can solve larger problems, since the verifi-

cation procedure is currently the computational bottle-

neck for the learning framework. We note that, using

larger degree of relaxation does not necessarily lead to

a longer learning process (e.g. hover flight example).

For example, for the inverted pendulum example, us-

ing degree of relaxation five the procedure finds a CLF

faster when compared to the case wherein the degree of

relaxation is set to four.

In previous sections, we discussed that two impor-

tant factor governs the convergence of the search pro-

cess: (i) candidate selection, and (ii) counterexample

selection. In order to study the effect of these pro-

cesses, we investigate different techniques to evaluate

their performances. For candidate selection, we consider

three different methods. In the first method, a Cheby-

shev center of Cj is used as a candidate. In the second

method, the analytic center of constraints defining Cj
is the selected candidate and redundant constraints are

not dropped. And finally, in the last method, the center

of MVE inscribed in Cj yields the candidate. Also, for

each of these methods, we compare the performance for
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Table 1 Results on the benchmark. τ : MPC time step, N : number of horizon steps, Q′: defines MPC state cost, R′: defines
MPC input cost, D: SDP relaxation degree bound, #Dem : number of demonstrations, #Itr: number of iterations, V. Time:
total computation time for verification (minutes), Time: total computation time (minutes)

Problem Demonstrator Verifier Performance
System Name τ N Q′ R′ D #Dem # Itr V. Time Time Status

Unicycle-Segment 2 0.1 10 [1 1 1] [1 1]
3 2 74 3 3 Fail
4 2 57 4 4 Succ

Unicycle-Segment 1 0.1 20 [1 1 1] [1 1]
3 27 86 9 10 Fail
4 23 71 11 12 Succ

TORA 1 30 [1 1 1 1] [1]
3 52 118 7 14 Fail
4 19 76 5 8 Succ

Inverted Pendulum 0.04 50 [10 1 1 1] [10]
3 56 85 7 27 Fail
4 53 69 9 25 Succ
5 34 50 7 19 Succ

Bicycle 0.4 20 [1 1 1 1] [1 1]
2 14 32 2 2 Fail
3 7 25 1 1 Succ

Bicycle × 2 0.4 20 [1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1] [1 1 1 1]
2 119 225 77 90 Fail
3 30 81 43 46 Succ

Forward Flight 0.4 40 [1 1 1 1] [1 1]
4 14 77 16 18 Fail
5 4 64 10 10 Succ

Hover Flight 0.4 40 [1 1 1 1 1 1] [1 1]
2 57 147 12 40 Fail
3 57 124 21 47 Succ
4 51 116 30 54 Succ

two different cases: (i) a random counterexample is gen-

erated, (ii) the generated counterexample maximizes

constraint violations (see Sec. 5.3). Table 2 shows the

performance for each of these cases, applied to the same

set of problems. The results demonstrate that selecting

good counterexamples would increase the convergence

rate (fewer iterations). Nevertheless, the time it takes

to generate these counterexamples increases, and there-

fore, the overall performance degrades. In conclusion,

while generating good counterexamples provides better

reduction in the space of candidates, it is computation-

ally expensive, and thus, it seems to be beneficial to

just rely on candidate selection for fast termination.

Table. 2 also suggests that Chebyshev center has the

worst performance. Also, the MVE-based method per-

forms better (fewer iterations) compared to the method

which is based on the analytic center.

7.7 Comparison with Other Approaches

We now compare our method against other techniques

used to automatically construct provably correct con-

trollers.

Comparison with CEGIS: We have claimed that

the use of demonstrator helps our approach deal with

a computationally expensive quantifier alternation in

the CLF condition. To understand the impact of this

aspect of our approach, we first we compare the pro-

posed method with our previous work, namely coun-

terexample guided inductive synthesis (CEGIS) that is

designed to solve constraints with quantifier alterna-

tion, and applied to the synthesis of CLFs [78]. In this

framework, the learning process only relies on coun-

terexamples provided by a verifier component, without

involving demonstrations. Despite a timeout that is set

to two hours, our CEGIS method timed out for all the

problem instances discussed in this article, without dis-

covering a CLF. As a result, we exclude this approach

from further comparisons. These results suggest that

demonstrations are essential for fast convergence.

Learning CLFs from Data: On the other hand,

Khansari-Zadeh et al. [83] learn likely CLFs from demon-

strations from sets of states that are sampled without

(a) the use of a verifier to check, and (b) counterexam-

ples as new samples, both of which are features of our

approach. Therefore, the correctness of the controller

thus derived is not formally guaranteed. To this end,

we verify if the solution is in fact a CLF.

The methodology of Khansari-Zadeh et al. is imple-

mented using the following steps:

1. Choose a parameterization of the desired CLF Vc(x)

(identical to our approach).

2. Generate samples in batches, wherein for each batch:

(a) Sample N1 = 50 states uniformly at random,

and for each state xi, add the constraint Vc(xi) ≥
0, for i ∈ [1, N1].

(b) Sample N2 = 5 States at random, and for each

state xj (j ∈ [1, N2]), simulate the MPC demon-

strator for N3 = 10 time steps to obtain state

control samples

{(xj,1,uj,1), . . . , (xj,N3 ,uj,N3)} .
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Table 2 Results on different variations. I: number of iterations, VT: computation time for verification (minutes), T: total
computation time (minutes), Simple CE: any counterexample, Max CE: counterexample with maximum violation

Problem
Chebyshev Center Analytic Center MVE Center

Simple CE Max CE Simple CE Max CE Simple CE Max CE
I VT T I VT T I VT T I VT T I VT T I VT T

Unicycle - Seg. 2 83 4 4 22 9 9 76 5 6 23 9 10 57 4 4 15 6 6
Unicycle - Seg. 1 81 6 7 34 17 17 85 10 10 35 15 16 71 11 12 36 18 18
TORA 185 7 10 52 12 15 95 5 9 36 9 11 76 5 8 36 12 14
Inverted Pend. 163 10 23 85 22 30 57 8 20 51 22 32 50 7 19 35 18 25
Bicycle 99 3 3 40 5 5 31 2 2 20 3 3 25 1 2 15 3 3
Bicycle × 2 759 121 127 438 244 246 96 47 50 77 141 143 81 43 46 66 132 133
Forward Flight 676 20 21 34 30 31 113 15 16 21 18 19 64 10 10 16 16 16
Hover Flight 499 65 90 196 113 127 146 36 67 90 92 109 116 30 54 75 69 82

(c) Add the constraints ∇Vc ·f |x=xj,k,u=uj,k
< 0 for

j = 1, . . . , N2 and k = 1, . . . , N3 to enforce the

negative definiteness of the CLF.

3. At the end of batch k, solve the system of linear

constraints thus far to check if there is a feasible

solution.

4. If there is no feasible solution, then exit, since no

function in Vc(x) is compatible with the data.

5. If there is a feasible solution, check this solution

using the verifier.

6. If the verifier succeeds, then exit successfully with

the CLF discovered.

7. Otherwise, continue to generate another batch of

samples.

We enforce the constraint V (x) > 0 and ∇V ·f < 0 over

different sets of samples, since simulating the demon-

strator is much more expensive for each point. The ap-

proach iterates between generating successive batches

of data until a preset timeout of two hours as long as (a)

there are CLFs remaining to consider and (b) no CLF

has been discovered thus far. The time taken to learn

and verify the solution is not considered against the to-

tal time limit, and also not added to the overall time

reported. Besides stability, the approach is also adapted

for other properties, which are used in our benchmarks.

The results are reported in Table. 3. Since the gen-

eration of random samples are involved, we run the pro-

cedure 10 times on each benchmark, and report the per-

centage of trials that succeeded in finding a CLF, the

number of timeouts and the number of trials that ended

in an infeasible set of constraints. We note that the suc-

cess rate is 100% for just one problem instance. For four

other problem instances, the method is successful for a

fraction of the trials. The remaining benchmarks fail on

all trials. Next, the minimum and maximum number of

demonstrations needed in the trials to find a CLF is

reported as the “best-case” and “worst-case” respec-

tively. We note that our approach requires much fewer

demonstrations even when compared the best case sce-

nario. Thus, we conclude from this data that the time

spent by our approach for finding counterexamples is

justified by the significant decrease in the number of

demonstrations, and thus, faster convergence. This is

beneficial especially for cases where generating demon-

strations is expensive.

For one of the benchmarks (the forward flight prob-

lem of the Caltech ducted fan), the method stops for all

cases because a function compatible with the data does

not exist. As such, this suggests that no CLF compat-

ible with the demonstrator exists. On the other hand,

our approach successfully finds a CLF while considering

just four demonstrations.

Finally, for two of the larger problem instances, we

continue to obtain feasible solutions at the end of the

time limit, although the verifier cannot prove the learned

function is a CLF. In other words, there are values of c

left, that have not been considered by the verifier. Our

approach uses counterexamples, along with a judicious

choice of candidate CLFs to eliminate all but a bounded

volume of candidates.

Comparison with Bilinear Solvers: We now com-

pare our method against approaches based on bilin-

ear formulations found in related work [25,56,94]. We

wish to find a Lyapunov function V and a correspond-

ing feedback law K : X 7→ U , simultaneously. There-

fore, we assume K is a linear combination of basis

functions K :
∑r′

k=1 θkhk(x). Likewise, we parameter-

ize V as a linear combination of basis functions, as well:

V :
∑r
k=1 ckgk(x). Then, we wish to find c and θ that

satisfy the constraints corresponding to the property at

hand. To synthesize a CLF, we wish to find Vc,Kθ, so

that Vc(x) and its Lie derivative under the feedback

u = Kθ(x) is negative definite. This is relaxed as an

optimization problem:

min
c,θ,γ

γ

s.t. Vc is positive definite

(∀ x 6= 0) ∇Vc(x) · f(x,Kθ(x)) ≤ γ||x||22
The decision variables include c, θ that parameter-

ize V and K, respectively. In fact, if a feasible solu-

tion is obtained such that γ < 0 then we may stop the
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Table 3 Results for “demonstration-only” method. #Sam.: number of samples, #Dem: number of demonstrations, Case:
best-case or worst-case, Time: total computation time (minutes), TO: time out (> 2 hours).

Problem Stats Performance Proposed Method
System Name Succ. % TO % Case #Sam. #Dem. Time Status #Sam. #Dem. Time

Unicycle-Segment 2 60 0
best 400 40 1 Succ

65 2 4
worst 600 72 1 Fail

Unicycle-Segment 1 45 0
best 600 35 2 Succ

79 23 12
worst 800 70 3 Fail

TORA 60 30
best 6300 535 43 Succ

84 19 8
worst 17100 1580 TO Fail

Inverted Pendulum 30 70
best 2250 137 84 Succ

58 34 19
worst 15750 300 TO Fail

Bicycle 100 0
best 2700 55 2 Succ

33 7 1
worst 54000 1883 48 Succ

Bicycle × 2 0 100
best 81600 1736 TO Fail

89 30 46
worst - - - -

Forward Flight 0 0
best 900 35 4 Fail

72 4 10
worst 2700 254 31 Fail

Hover Flight 0 100
best 7150 227 TO Fail

132 57 47
worst - - - -

optimization and declare that a CLF has been found.

To solve this bilinear problem, we use alternative min-

imization approach described below. First, V is initial-

ized to be a positive definite function (by initializing

c to some fixed value). Then, the approach repeatedly

alternates between the following steps:

1. c is fixed, and we search for a θ that minimizes γ.

2. θ is fixed, and we search for a c that minimizes γ.

Each of these problems can be relaxed using Sum of

Squares (SOS) programming [70]. The approach is iter-

ated and results in a sequence of values γ0 ≥ γ1 ≥ γ2 ≥
· · · ≥ γi, wherein γi is the value of the objective af-

ter i optimization instances have been solved. Since the

solution of one optimization instance forms a feasible

solution for the subsequent instance, it follows that γi
are monotonically nondecreasing. The iterations stop

whenever γ does not decrease sufficiently between it-

erations. After termination, the approach succeeds in

finding Vc, Kθ only if γ < 0. Otherwise the approach

fails.

Finding a suitable initial value for c is an important

factor for success. As proposed by Majumdar et al, we

pose and solve a linear feedback controller by applying

the LQR method to the linearization of the dynam-

ics [56]. In this case, we initialize V using the optimal

cost function provided by the LQR. We also note that

the linearization for the dynamics is not controllable for

all cases and we can not always use this initialization

trick. In these cases, we start from a initial candidate

such as ||x||22.

Additionally, Majumdar et al. (ibid) discuss solu-

tions to handle input saturation for control inputs that

must lie between two bounds. A precise approach con-

siders 3m different cases, where m is the number of

control inputs to distinguish between each control in-

put ui being saturated at either limits or unsaturated.

Furthermore, they provide a less expensive but conser-

vative solution wherein they require Kθ(x) ∈ U to avoid

input saturation, which yields fewer constraints. Here,

we consider three different variations of this method: (i)

inputs are not saturated, (ii) inputs are saturated and

the conservative solution is used, and (iii) inputs are

saturated and the original/expensive solution is used.

We consider variation (ii) only if the method is suc-

cessful without forcing the input saturation, and we

consider variation (iii) only if the conservative solution

(variation (ii)) fails. For the Lyapunov function V we

consider quadratic monomials as our basis functions,

and for the feedback law K, we consider both linear

and quadratic basis functions as separate problem in-

stances. Similar to the SDP relaxation considered in

this work, the SOS programming approach uses a de-

gree limit D for the multiplier polynomials used in the

positivstellensatz (cf. [48]). The limits used for the bilin-

ear optimization approach are identical to those used in

our method for each benchmark. The bilinear method

is adapted to other properties used in our benchmarks

and the results are shown in Table 4.

For the first two problem instances, the linearized

dynamics are not controllable, and thus, we can not

use the LQR trick for initialization. Instead, we use

the solution obtained using our method as the starting

point. Despite this, the bilinear optimization approach

fails to find a feedback law. This suggests that the fixed

structure of the feedback law K is more restrictive when

compared to fixing a CLF and using Sontag’s formula

for synthesizing a feedback law K.
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Table 4 Results for “bilinear formulation” method. K: ba-
sis functions used to parameterize K, L: basis functions are
monomials with maximum degree 1 (linear), Q: basis func-
tions are monomials with maximum degree 2 (quadratic),
LQR: if LQR is used for initialization, ST.: saturation type,
NP: numerical problem, St.: status.

Problem Param. Status
System Name K LQR ST.(i) ST.(ii) ST.(iii)

Unicycle-Seg. 2
L 6 6 - -
Q 6 6 - -

Unicycle-Seg. 1
L 6 6 - -
Q 6 6 - -

TORA L 3 3 3 -
Inverted Pend. L 3 3 3 -
Bicycle L 3 3 3 -
Bicycle∗ L 3 3 6 3
Bicycle × 2 L 3 NP - -
Forward Flight L 3 NP - -

Hover Flight
L 3 6 - -
Q 3 6 - -

Bicycle∗: The bicycle case-study where U is [−5, 5]2 instead
of [−10, 10]2 (Our method could solve this problem instance
as well).

For the remaining instances, we were able to use the

LQR trick successfully to find an initial solution. Start-

ing from this solution, the bilinear approach is success-

ful on four problem instances, but fails for the hover

flight problem. This suggests that even the LQR trick

may not always provide a good initialization. For two of

the larger problem instances, the bilinear method fails

because of numerical errors, when dealing with large

SDP problems. While the SOS programming has similar

complexity compared to our method, it encounters nu-

merical problems when solving large problems. We be-

lieve two factors are important here. First, our method

solves different smaller verification problems and veri-

fies each condition separately, while in a SOS formula-

tion all conditions on V and ∇V are formulated into

one big SDP problem. Moreover, in our method when

we encounter a numerical error, we simply use the (po-

tentially wrong) solution as a spurious counterexample

without losing the soundness. Then, using demonstra-

tions we continue the search. On the other hand, when

the bilinear optimization procedure encounters a nu-

merical error, it is unable to make further progress to-

wards an optimal solution.

In conclusion, our method has several benefits when

compared to the bilinear formulation. First, our method

does not assume any specific parameterization for the

feedback law. Instead it assumes a form for the CLF but

uses Sontag’s formula to obtain a feedback law. This is

advantageous since we do not have to fix the struc-

ture of the feedback law in our approach. Second, our

method uses demonstrations to generate a candidate in-

stead of a local search, and we provide an upper-bound

on the number of iterations. And finally, our method

can sometimes recover from numerically ill-posed SDPs,

and thus scales better as demonstrated through experi-

ments. On the flip side, unlike the bilinear formulation,

our method relies on a demonstrator that may not be

easy to implement.

8 Related Work

In this section, we review the related work from the

robotics, control, and formal verification communities.

Synthesis of Lyapunov Functions from Data:

The problem of synthesizing Lyapunov functions for a

control system by observing the states of the system in

simulation has been investigated in the past by Topcu et

al. to learn Lyapunov functions along with the resulting

basin of attraction [97]. Whereas the original problem

is bilinear, the use of simulation data makes it easier to

postulate states that belong to the region of attraction,

and therefore find Lyapunov functions that belong to

this region by solving LMIs in each case. The applica-

tion of this idea to larger black-box systems is demon-

strated by Kapinski et al. [41], where the counterex-

amples are used to generate data iteratively. Our ap-

proach focuses on controller synthesis through learning

a control Lyapunov function to replace an existing con-

troller. A key difference lies in the fact that we do not

attempt to prove that the original demonstrator is nec-

essarily correct, but find a control Lyapunov function

by assuming that the demonstrator is able to stabilize

the system for the specific states that we query on. An-

other important contribution lies in our analysis of the

convergence of the learning with a bound on the max-

imum number of queries needed. In fact, these results

can also be applied to the Lyapunov function synthe-

sis approaches mentioned earlier. Similar to our work,

Khansari-Zadeh et al. [83] uses human demonstrations

to generate data and enforce CLF conditions for the

data points, to learn a CLF candidate. Their work does

not include a verifier and therefore, the CLF candidate

may not, in fact, be a CLF. However, the method can

handle errors in the demonstrations by finding a max-

imal set of observations for which a compatible CLF

exists, whereas our method does not address erroneous

demonstrations.

Counter-Example Guided Inductive Synthesis:

Our approach of alternating between a learning mod-

ule that proposes a candidate and a verification module

that checks the proposed candidate is identical to the

counter-example guided inductive synthesis (CEGIS)

framework originally proposed in verification commu-

nity by Solar-Lezama et al. [86,85]. As such, the CEGIS

approach does not include a demonstrator that can be

queried. The extension of this approach Oracle-guided
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inductive synthesis [39], generalizes CEGIS using an in-

put/output oracle that serves a similar role as a demon-

strator in this paper. However, the goal here is not to

mimic the demonstrator, but to satisfy the specifica-

tions. Also, Jha et al. [40] prove bounds on the number

of queries for discrete concept classes using results on

exact concept learning in discrete spaces [32]. In this

article, we consider searching over continuous concept

class, and prove bounds on the number of queries under

a robustness assumption.

The CEGIS procedure has been used for the syn-

thesis of CLFs recently by authors [77,79], combining

it with SDP solvers for verifying CLFs. The key differ-

ence here lies in the use of the demonstrator module

that simplifies the learning module. In the absence of

a demonstrator module, the problem of finding a can-

didate reduces to solving linear constraints with dis-

junctions, an NP-hard problem [77]. Likewise, the con-

vergence results are quite weak [78]. In the setting of

this paper, however, the use of a MPC scheme as a

demonstrator allows us to use faster LP solvers and pro-

vide convergence guarantees. Empirically, we are able

to demonstrate the successful inference of CLFs on sys-

tems with up to eight state variables, whereas previous

work in this space has been restricted to much smaller

problems [77].

Learning from Demonstration: The idea of learn-

ing from demonstrations has a long history [5]. The

overall framework uses a demonstrator that can, in fact,

be a human operator [83,43] or a complex MPC-based

control law [90,7,81,106,60,105]. The approaches differ

on the nature of the interactions between the learner

and the demonstrator; as well as how the policy is in-

ferred. Our approach stands out in many ways: (a) We

represent our policies by CLFs which are polynomial.

On one hand, these are much less powerful than ap-

proaches that use neural networks [105], for instance.

However, the advantage lies in our ability to solve ver-

ification problems to ensure that the resulting policy

learned through the CLF is correct with respect to the

underlying dynamical model. (b) Our framework is ad-

versarial. The choice of the counterexample to query

the demonstrator comes from a failed attempt to vali-

date the current candidate. (c) Finally, we use simple

yet powerful ideas from convex optimization to place

bounds on the number of queries, paralleling some re-

sults on concept learning in discrete spaces [32].

Lyapunov Analysis for Controller Synthesis Son-

tag originally introduced Control Lyapunov functions

and provided a universal construction of a feedback law

for a given CLF [88,89]. As such, the problem of learn-

ing CLFs is well known to be hard, involving bilinear

matrix inequalities (BMIs) [94]. An more conservative

(less precise) approach involves solving bilinear prob-

lems simultaneously for a control law and a Lyapunov

function certifying it [25,56]. This also leads to bilin-

ear formulation. Prieur et al. [72] shows that the set

of feasible solutions to such problem may not only be

non-convex, but also disconnected. Nevertheless, there

are some attempts to solve these BMIs which are well

known to be NP-hard [35]. A common approach to solve

these BMIs is to perform an alternating minimization

by fixing one set of bilinear variables while minimizing

over the other. Such an approach has poor guarantees

in practice, often “getting stuck” on a saddle point that

does not allow the technique to make progress in find-

ing a feasible solution [33]. To combat this, Majumdar

et al. (ibid) use LQR controllers and their associated

Lyapunov functions for the linearization of the dynam-

ics as good initial seed solutions [56]. In contrast, our

approach simply assumes a demonstrator in the form of

a MPC controller that can be used to resolve the bilin-

earity. Furthermore, our approach does not encounter

the local saddle point problem. And finally, when the

inputs are saturated, the complexity of such a method

is exponential in the number of control inputs, while

the complexity of our method remains polynomial.

Formal Controller Synthesis The use of the learn-

ing framework with a demonstrator distinguishes the

approach in this paper from recently developed ideas

based on formal synthesis. Majority of these techniques

focus on a given dynamical system and a specification

of the correctness in temporal logic to solve the problem

of controller design to ensure that the resulting trajec-

tories of the closed loop satisfy the temporal specifica-

tions. Most of these approaches are based on discretiza-

tion of the state-space into cells to compute a discrete

abstraction of the overall system [103,54,82,62,44]. An-

other set of solutions are based on formal parameter

synthesis that search for unknown parameters so that

the specifications are met [104,23]. These methods in-

clude synthesize certificates (Lyapunov-like functions)

by solving nonlinear constraints either through branch-

and-bound techniques [36,78], or through a combina-

tion of simulations and quantifier elimination [92,93].

Our method is potentially more scalable, since the use

of a demonstrator allows us to solve convex constraints

instead. Raman et al. design a model-predictive control

(MPC) from temporal logic properties [74]. More specif-

ically, MILP solvers are used inside the MPC, which

can be quite expensive for real-time control applica-

tions. We instead learn a CLF from the MPC and the

CLF yields an easily computable feedback law (using

Sontag’s formula).

Occupation Measures In this paper, we use the Lya-

punov function approach to synthesizing controllers. An
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alternative is to use occupation measures [75,71,49,58].

These methods formulate an infinite dimensional prob-

lem to maximize the region of attraction and obtain a

corresponding control law. This is relaxed to a sequence

of finite dimensional SDPs [47]. Note however that the

approach computes an over approximation of the finite

time backward reachable set from the target and a cor-

responding control. Our framework here instead seeks

an under-approximation that yields a guaranteed con-

troller.

Modeling Inaccuracies and Safe Iterative Learn-

ing. A key drawback of our approach is its dependence

on a mathematical model of the system for learning

CLFs. Although this model is by no means identical to

the real system, it is hoped that the CLF and the con-

trol law remain valid despite the unmodeled dynamics.

Our recent work has successfully investigated physical

experiments that use control Lyapunov-like functions

learned from mathematical models for path following

problems on a 1
8 -scale model vehicle using accurate in-

door localization to obtain full state information in real-

time [76]. The broader area of iterative learning con-

trols considers the process of learning how to control a

given plant at the same time as inferring a more refined

model of the plant through exploration [29]. However,

in order to avoid damaging the system, it is necessary

to maintain the system state in a safe set while learn-

ing the system dynamics. Recent work by Wang et al.

consider a combination of barrier certificates for main-

taining safety while learning Gaussian process models of

the vehicle dynamics [101]. Another approach considers

safe reinforcement learning that incrementally refines a

Gaussian process approximation of the unmodeled sys-

tem dynamics, starting from a known initial model [11].

This approach uses a Lyapunov function and performs

explorations at so-called “safe points” from which safety

can be guaranteed during the exploration process. In

doing so, the model of the system is updated along

with an estimate of the safe set obtained as a region

of attraction of the Lyapunov function.

9 Discussion and Future Work

In this section, we discuss some current limitations of

our approach as well as possible extensions of our ap-

proach that can provide avenues for future research.

Extension to Switched Systems: Thus far, our

focus has been on control affine systems. We note that

a variation of our framework is applicable to switched

systems. Specifically, one can transform a plant wherein

the control is performed through switching between dif-

ferent modes into a problem over control affine systems.

Let Q be a finite set of modes, such that the dynam-

ics vary according the mode q ∈ Q (ẋ = fq(x)). The

controller is assumed to operate by selecting the cur-

rent mode q of the plant. Then the condition on ∇V
for stabilizing switched systems:

(∀x 6= 0) (∃q ∈ Q) ∇V · fq(x) < 0 ,

is replaced with

(∀x 6= 0) (∃λ ≥ 0,
∑
q

λq = 1)
∑
q

λq (∇V · fq(x)) < 0.

This is identical to the conditions obtained for a con-

trol affine system, and thus, our framework can readily

extend to such systems. Moreover, using the original

formulation, checking conditions on ∇V is even simpler

(compared to Eq. (17)):

(∃x 6= 0)
∧
q

∇V · fq(x) ≥ 0 .

Extensions to Discrete-Time Systems: Control

problems on discrete-time systems have been widely

studied. MPC schemes are naturally implemented over

such systems, and furthermore, Lyapunov-like condi-

tions extend quite naturally. As such, our approach can

be extended to discrete-time nonlinear systems defined

by maps as opposed to ODEs. However, polynomial dis-

crete systems are known to pose computational chal-

lenges: when the Lie derivative is replaced by a differ-

ence operator, the degree of the resulting polynomial

can be larger.

Optimizing Performance Criteria: Our approach

stops as soon as one CLF is discovered. However, no

claims are made as to the optimality of the CLF. The

experimental results suggest that the controllers found

by the CLFs are quite different from the original demon-

strator in terms of their performance. An important

extension to our work lies in finding CLFs so that the

resulting controllers optimize some performance met-

ric. One challenge lies in specifying these performance

metrics as functions of the coefficients of the CLF. A

simple approach may consist of using a black-box per-

formance evaluation function over the CLF discovered

by our approach. Once a CLF is found, we may continue

our search but now target CLFs whose performance are

strictly better than the ones discovered thus far.

Other Verifiers: The verifier is the main bottleneck

in our learning framework. While in theory, the SDP re-

laxation addresses verification problems for polynomial

system, the scalability for systems of high dimensions is

still an issue. There are alternative solutions to the SDP

relaxation, which promise better scalability. In particu-

lar linear relaxations are more attractive for this frame-

work [2,10]. Using linear relaxations, one could restrict
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the candidate space to positive definite polynomials up

front, and consider only the conditions over ∇V during

the verification process. Therefore, using linear relax-

ations, not only the verification problem scales better,

the number of such verifications to be solved can be

decreased.

For a highly nonlinear system, the degree of poly-

nomials for the dynamics as well as basis functions get

larger. For these systems, the scalability is even more

challenging. In future we wish to explore the the use of

falsifiers (instead of verifiers) and move towards more

scalable solutions [1,4,24]. While falsifiers would not

guarantee correctness, they can be used to find concrete

counterexamples. And by dropping formal correctness,

a falsifier can replace the verifier in the learning frame-

work.

Beyond Polynomial CLFs: In this paper, we as-

sumed that the CLF candidate V is a linear combi-

nation of some given basis functions. While we showed

that this model is precise enough to address exponential

stability over compact sets, there are systems for which

a smooth V does not exist. Nevertheless, our framework

can also handle nonlinear models such as Gaussian mix-

ture or feed forward neural network models, especially

if the verifier is replaced by a falsifier that can be imple-

mented through simulations. However, there are some

serious drawbacks, including more expensive candidate

generation, and weaker convergence guarantees. In fu-

ture work we wish to investigate these models.

Beyond MPC-based Demonstrations: As men-

tioned earlier, the demonstrator is treated as a black-

box. We have investigated to use MPC as they are easy

to design, and can provide smooth feedbacks which

in our experiments is the key to find a smooth CLF.

However, nonlinear MPC schemes using numerical op-

timization can guarantee convergence only to local min-

ima, but this does not translate as such into guarantees

of stability or that the original specifications are met.

However, if we employed human demonstrators (for ex-

ample, an expert who operates the system), the demon-

strator may include errors, and we may need to con-

sider approaches that can reject a subset of the given

demonstrations [83]. In addition, the demonstrations

can lead to inconsistent data, wherein nearby queries

are handled using different strategies by the demonstra-

tor, leading to no single CLF that is compatible with

the given demonstrations [21,16]. These problems are

left for future work.

10 Conclusion

We have thus proposed an algorithmic learning frame-

work for synthesizing control Lyapunov-like functions

for a variety of properties including stability, reach-

while-stay. The framework provides theoretical guaran-

tees of soundness, i.e., the synthesized controller is guar-

anteed to be correct by construction against the given

plant model. Furthermore, our approach uses ideas from

convex analysis to provide termination guarantees and

bounds on the number of iterations.
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